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Our Resilient Coast. Our Future – working together to proactively plan for the
future management of our coastal areas, to increase the resilience of our region.
Our 60 kilometres of coastline is an integral part
of our Sunshine Coast identity and lifestyle. From
the RAMSAR-listed Pumicestone Passage to our
outstanding sandy beaches, we continue to admire our
coastal landscape as one of our most valuable natural
assets and enjoy the opportunities it affords for activities
such as swimming, fishing and recreation.
For thousands of years our coastline has been, and
continues to be, integral to the livelihoods, customs and
spiritual beliefs of our First Nation peoples.
Our coastal landscape is critical for our tourism industry
– an industry that represents a significant part of the
regional economy and a direct and indirect generator of
around 20% of jobs in our region.
Our coastal zone is dynamic and always changing.
Residents will be familiar with beach erosion, shifting
sand and periodic inundation of low-lying areas from
high tides and storm events. These natural processes
are referred to as coastal hazards when they impact on
how we use and enjoy the coastal area. The scope and
intensity of these impacts varies but is expanding as we
confront the implications of a changing climate.
In partnership with our community, our Council has
developed a Coastal Hazard Adaptation Strategy
to better understand emerging coastal hazard risks
and how to proactively manage the impacts on our
communities, our environment and the liveability of
our region.

The Coastal Hazard Adaptation Strategy is a key
Transformational Action of Council’s Environment and
Liveability Strategy, which is our blueprint for delivering
a healthy environment and liveable Sunshine Coast for
current and future generations.
The Coastal Hazard Adaptation Strategy has been
informed by the best available science and was a
collaborative effort with members of our community,
who have shared their experiences and knowledge and
helped us understand what is important to them. We’ve
also received valuable input from our independently
chaired Community Advisory Group which was
fundamental to the development of this Strategy.
The Strategy was a joint project with the Queensland
Government and the Local Government Association
of Queensland, which have provided funding to
Queensland coastal councils to support this process.
Becoming a well-adapted and resilient community is a
long-term plan that requires ongoing efforts by everyone.
We look forward to continuing this journey together as
we implement the Strategy to ensure we maintain and
increase the resilience of our natural assets and continue
to enhance the liveability of the region.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Our coastal landscape
Location
The Sunshine Coast is widely acknowledged as a
highly desirable place to live, work and play with
abundant natural assets and a unique lifestyle.
Located in South East Queensland (SEQ), 53
kilometres (km) north of Brisbane, the Sunshine
Coast Council local government area (LGA) covers
an area of approximately 2200 square kilometres
(Figure 1) and is considered a major urban and
economic centre and an emerging city-region.
It has a strong reputation as a lifestyle region
of choice, defined by its subtropical climate,
picturesque coastline and
beaches, extensive waterways
and wetlands and the hinterland
mountain ranges.

Bribie Island (Image: Martina Tansacha)

The Sunshine Coast is the
traditional and spiritual homeland
of the Kabi Kabi and Jinibara First
Nations people, who maintain a
strong connection to land and sea
country.
The natural environment and
distinct landscapes are the
foundations of the Sunshine Coast
way of life. The LGA now has an
estimated resident population of
around 340,000 people1.

Source: Queensland Government
Statistical Office as of June 2020

1

Figure 1: Sunshine Coast LGA.
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The coastal context
The coast includes the tidal foreshore and adjacent
areas that include the built and natural environments.
Defining natural features include the coastal plains,
dunes, open beaches, rocky shores, estuaries, nearshore marine waters, reefs and coastal lagoons.
The coastal zone includes approximately 60 km of
open shoreline, including 7 km of headlands or rocky
shores, and coastal floodplains including 70 km of lower
estuary foreshores. The shoreline extends from Coolum
Beach in the north to Bribie Island in the south.
The natural features of the coast support varying
habitats such as sand dunes, beaches, high ecological
value waters, the Ramsar-listed2 Pumicestone Passage,
and the Mount Coolum, Mooloolah River and Bribie
Island National Parks.
The coast supports numerous iconic species, including
dolphins, whales, migratory birds, the vulnerable
dugong and green turtle and the endangered
loggerhead turtle.

Coastal foreshores are dynamic and can change
location and form over time in response to waves, ocean
currents, sand deposition and coastal erosion.
Weather and tides generate currents, waves and
water level variations. In turn, these drive long-shore
movement of sand from south to north and alternating
erosion and accretion of the foreshore. Some processes
create coastal hazards such as erosion and inundation
that may impact on buildings, assets and communities.

Socio-cultural
The coast has supported the cultural values and the
provision of resources to First Nations people for tens
of thousands of years. Additionally, there are numerous
historical sites significant to post-European settlement
along the coastline. Our coastal environments contribute
significantly to our identity and lifestyles. Locals and
tourists continue to admire the coastal landscapes and
access the coastal environment to enjoy activities such
as swimming, surfing, fishing, snorkelling and recreating
along the coastal pathways.

Key landscape and ecological features
•	
Coastal landforms – including extensive dune systems, tidal inlets, coastal plains, rocky headlands,
offshore reefs and sandy beaches.
•	
Vegetation communities and ecosystems – including wetlands, mangroves and native dune
vegetation.
•	
Significant and endangered species – including both land and marine species like turtles, dolphins,
dugongs, whales, birds and fish.

2

https://www.environment.gov.au/water/wetlands/publications/factsheet-australias-ramsar-sites

Coondibah Creek (Image: Etha Farquharson)
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Economy
Around 32,000 registered businesses contribute to the
strong and growing Sunshine Coast economy. Health
care and social assistance, construction and retail are
the region’s major industries providing over 40% of all
jobs (close to 50,000 jobs).
These sectors are all population-related sectors. In
effect, the growth and health of these sectors is directly
linked to population growth. The Sunshine Coast offers a
desirable lifestyle and over the past decade around 8000
people each year have chosen to make the region home.
This annual growth in population, which is expected to
continue in the foreseeable future, has led to significant
urban development and supporting infrastructure, with
additional infrastructure required to meet the projected
population increase over the next 20 years.
Tourism is a major industry and in 2019 the Sunshine
Coast LGA attracted more than 11.9 million local and
international visitors. The gross annual spend by tourists
in the Sunshine Coast is approximately $1.84 billion3.
Just over 6% of all visitor dollars spent in Queensland
are spent on the Sunshine Coast4. Employment in the
tourism industry is also substantial, estimated at around
14,500 full-time equivalent jobs.
The coastal zone is a major drawcard for visitors and
‘going to the beach’ is one of the main reasons for
travelling to the area. Healthy coastal environments
along the Sunshine Coast underpin population growth
and tourism and ultimately the regional economy. In this
context, coastal hazard management and adaptation
is critical to future economic growth and community
resilience.

1.2 Policy context
State and local government planning
In Queensland, the Planning Act 2016 and the
Coastal Protection and Management Act 1995 are key
legislation for the protection and conservation of the
coast’s important cultural, ecological and natural values.
The Planning Act sets out the State’s interests for
protection of the coastal environment and management
of coastal hazards (such as erosion and storm tide
inundation) through the State Planning Policy (SPP).
The Coastal Act supports the protection of the coast
and coastal resources through the provision of technical
information to inform planning decisions. This includes
the declaration of erosion prone areas and coastal
management districts and the setting of development
assessment codes for the Planning Act.5
It is important to note that this Strategy has been
prepared with due regard to the guidance material
that supports the implementation of the SPP and the
interpretation of the natural hazards, risk and resilience
state interest relating to coastal hazards6. This provides
the opportunity to utilise this Strategy to inform Council’s
Planning Scheme. It also introduces limitations with
regard to the permissible content within this Strategy.

Council strategic directions
Council’s long-term strategic directions for managing
the coast and addressing climate change related risks
are outlined in the Environment and Liveability Strategy
2017 (ELS).
The development of a Coastal Hazard Adaptation
Strategy is a key Transformational Action which seeks to
proactively plan for the impacts of climate change and
natural hazards to build the resilience of the region.

Golden Beach

Source: Tourism Research Australia (2018)
Source: Economic profile: Sunshine Coast Council November 2019
5
https://www.qld.gov.au/environment/coasts-waterways/plans/coastal-management/about-coastal-management
6
https://dilgpprd.blob.core.windows.net/general/spp-guidance-natural-hazards-risk-resilience-flood.pdf
3
4
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The primary policy positions setting the strategic
direction for the project are provided by the ‘Coastal’
and ‘Adaptation and Resilience’ Themes, specifically
that:

The Coastal Hazard Adaptation
Strategy has been:

•	the natural values and function of coastal
environments are preserved

•	developed to identify and proactively
manage the impact of coastal
hazards, now and into the future

•	a healthy coast and near-shore marine environment
is preserved to sustain our valued coastal lifestyle
and economy

•	developed in consultation with
stakeholders and communities

•	coastal hazard risks are known and avoided or
otherwise adequately addressed, forming part of
long-term adaptation planning

•	inclusive of all coastal localities.

•	adaptation enables the whole community to build
climate and disaster resilience.
In addition to the above primary policy positions, the
ELS also specifies actions and targets for greenhouse
gas emissions reduction – critical for ensuring the
impacts of climate change are minimised and forming
a broader integrated approach to Council’s climate risk
reduction response.
Council’s other regional strategies, the Regional
Economic Development Strategy and the Community
Strategy also play an important role in responding to
coastal hazards by providing direction for business and
community resilience and regional prosperity.

1.3 Developing a Coastal Hazard
Adaptation Strategy
The Coastal Hazard Adaptation Strategy is a risk
and change management initiative to better prepare
Council and the community to proactively respond to
coastal hazards. This includes to mitigate and adapt to
the social, cultural, economic and environmental risks
associated with current and future coastal hazards.
The Strategy was developed through the statewide
QCoast2100 Program supported by the Queensland
Government and Local Government Association
of Queensland (LGAQ), to help coastal Councils
proactively plan for, and manage coastal hazard
impacts, from present day to 2100.

Coolum (Image: Martin Rich)
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One of the more challenging aspects of the coastal
landscape is that it experiences constant and often
rapid change.
Wind and waves continually work to move sediment and
shape the shoreline and extreme weather events can
periodically result in substantial erosion and inundation
of coastal land.
A well-adapted and resilient coast has social, economic
and environmental systems in place to avoid, manage
and mitigate the impact of hazardous events or
disturbances (e.g. coastal hazards).

Adaptation is about:
•	changing what we do and how we respond to
change
•	changing how we manage our coast as we
understand more
•	finding ways to do things better and turning
adversity into opportunity
•	proactively planning and responding to risk.

Resilience is about:
•	maintaining the essential function, identify
and values of a region
•

bouncing back and recovering after an event

•

being able to pro-actively adapt to change.

Having a Coastal Hazard Adaptation Strategy will help
us to:
•	identify coastal hazards, including erosion, storm
tide and tidal inundation and associated risk
•	inform decision making regarding the protection
and management of our coast and foreshore
•	inform future land use planning
•	guide the management and/or location of public
utilities and facilities
•	guide the management of areas of environmental
and cultural significance

Point Arkwright (Image: Lukas Deroo)

•	foster collaboration and the shared care of our
coastal zone and estuarine areas.

Sunshine CoastCoastal Hazard Adaptation Strategy
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Scope

Approach

The Coastal Hazard Adaptation Strategy (the Strategy)
is a non-statutory document.

The Coastal Hazard Adaptation Strategy was developed
through an iterative eight-phase process (Figure 2)
as outlined in the QCoast2100 Minimum Standards and
Guideline (LGAQ and DEHP 2016)7.

It provides a high-level plan for the future management
of coastal hazards through until 2100 and involves
identifying regionally focused priority areas and actions.
The identification of more detailed localised planning
and the implementation of physical works will occur
through annual operational programs including asset
management, integrated coastal management and
shoreline erosion management planning.
There are some aspects of the Strategy where Council
has gone above and beyond the State recommended
guidelines for coastal hazard adaptation planning,
including consideration of:
•	coincident (combined storm tide and riverine)
flooding. Although the State specified the Strategy
was not a study about coincident flooding, Council
carried out additional work to understand sensitivity
to the implications of coincident flooding throughout
the local government area and inform adaptation
responses. Council is also planning future work to
better understand coincident flooding and drainage
at a more local scale in relevant areas.
• a higher sea level rise projection of 1.1 m at 2100.
	A key parameter of the coastal hazard adaptation
planning process was the use of a State
Government mandated sea level rise factor of 0.8m
by 2100. Noting there could be variation in these
estimates, Council has strived for leading practice
by undertaking sensitivity analysis utilising a 1.1m
sea level rise factor to inform adaptation responses.

The process has included a series of studies, technical
assessments and activities that sought to:
•	identify areas likely to be exposed to current and
future coastal hazards (storm tide, coastal erosion,
inundation and sea level rise)
•	understand how climate change and coastal
hazards affect coastal communities, local economy,
natural environment and Council operations (current
and future impacts)
•	assess vulnerabilities and risks to Council and
community assets through a comprehensive data
collection and spatial analysis process
•	engage with the community to understand preferred
approaches to adaptation and develop potential
coastal adaptation options
•	assess the viability of adaptation options through
stakeholder engagement and economic analysis
•	inform the development and implementation of
preferred adaptation options.

7

https://www.qcoast2100.com.au/

Knowledge gaps
The Strategy was prepared based on the best available information. It is acknowledged that to better inform
future decision-making, an improved understanding in several areas would be helpful.
Some of the key actions include:
•

an ecological/biodiversity assessment

•

a social vulnerability assessment

•

Understanding of T
 raditional Owner aspirations and management of their cultural assets

•	investigation of the economic value of natural ecosystems and incorporating this into decision making.

Sunshine CoastCoastal Hazard Adaptation Strategy
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Maroochydore (Image: Chris Schwencke)

The QCoast2100
Minimum Standards
and Guideline
These guidelines set minimum
requirements that are to be
included in a Coastal Hazard
Adaptation Strategy and
provide information on leading
practices to facilitate continuous
improvement.
The purpose of defining
minimum standards is to set
a benchmark for undertaking
such studies in Queensland so
that coastal hazard decisionmaking is approached in a
consistent and systematic
manner. There is also some
flexibility in these minimum
standards, so they can be
easily adapted to the needs
and resources of individual
Councils.
The guidelines draw upon the
experience of a number of
experts in coastal hazard and
climate change adaptation.
This Strategy for the Sunshine
Coast has incorporated several
leading practice elements of
the guidelines.

Sunshine Coast Coastal Hazard Adaptation Strategy
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The Structure of the Strategy
The Strategy is structured in three parts which are
summarised below:
Part A: Coastal Hazard Adaptation
Part A contains background information on our coastal
environment, state and local policy context, how the
coastal hazard adaptation strategy was developed
and key components as summarised in the following
sections:
Section 1: 	Introduction
Section 2: 	A Strategy co-designed with our community
Section 3: 	An overview of coastal hazards including
erosion and inundation, areas that may
be exposed to coastal hazards and the
implications of exposure including potential
economic costs.
Section 4: 	Sunshine Coast Council’s approach
to adaptation, including a framework
for shared responsibilities, adaptation
responses and options.
Section 5: 	Priority adaptation actions across the Local
Government Area.
Section 6: 	Location summaries with tailored adaptation
actions for different communities.
Section 7: 	The approach to implementation, including
adaptive management and change
management planning.
Part B: Coastal Hazard Maps and Supporting
Information
Part B provides the coastal hazard mapping across
the different planning horizons and supplementary
information to guide and build stakeholder capacity as
we continue the ongoing process of planned adaptation
over time.
Part C: Five-Year Implementation Plan
Part C provides a framework and integrated approach
to the delivery of the suite of region-wide and local
adaptation actions. It is intended that the plan will be
updated annually to retain its relevance and maintain a
current five-year implementation horizon.
Dicky Beach (Image: Mitchell Pettigrew)
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2 A strategy co-designed with our community

Our Resilient Coast. Our Future is the program created
by Sunshine Coast Council to guide the development
and implementation of the Coastal Hazard Adaptation
Strategy.

the Strategy during the public consultation period,
and 84 submissions were received. A wide range of
community engagement activities occurred over that
time, including:

The development of the Strategy involved substantial
community and stakeholder engagement through three
separate (but linked) participatory and co-designed
engagement processes.

•	over 50 community engagement opportunities and
events along the coast

•	Round one − understanding the key coastal
values of the Sunshine Coast, existing awareness
of coastal hazards and the communities’ past
experiences with these hazards to identify a shared
understanding of the needs and opportunities in
the adaptation planning process for the Sunshine
Coast.
•	Round two − identifying community perspectives
on adaptation to gain an appreciation of community
supported objectives for coastal management and
preferred principles and approaches to adaptation.
•	Round three − seeking community feedback on the
Strategy to refine and finalise.
Over the course of the Strategy development there were
over 8100 visits to the website, more than 1250 survey
responses, over 2300 individuals viewed or downloaded

•	face-to-face discussions with over 2540 people and
20 wave tank demonstrations
•	10 webinar events
•	development of a coastal timeline of what has
shaped the coast we know today and what a
resilient coast will look like in the future (included in
Part B of the Strategy)
•	a substantial social media campaign and
information sharing through Council.
Fundamental to the co-design process was the
establishment and input from the project’s Community
Advisory Group – a group of highly engaged
representatives who brought a range of perspectives to
coastal hazard adaptation planning, and through which,
provided another effective means to share project
updates via their networks and the broader community.

Community Advisory Group
A dedicated and independently facilitated
Community Advisory Group (CAG) was established
to support the development of the Coastal Hazard
Adaptation Strategy.
The CAG participated in eight full-group meetings
and seven sub-group meetings. The Community
Advisory Group chaired by Professor John Martin
included representatives from:
•

Sunshine Coast Environment Council

•	Tertiary Research (University of the Sunshine
Coast)
•

Sunshine Coast Regional Council Councillors

•

Community members

•	Department of Transport and Main Roads
(DTMR)
•

Sunshine Coast District Disaster Coordinator

•

Department of Agriculture and Fisheries (DAF)

•	Organisation Sunshine Coast Association of
Residents

•	Department of State Development,
Manufacturing, Infrastructure and Planning
(DSDMIP)

•

Creative Alliance

•

Surf Life Saving Queensland (SLSQ)

•

Take Action Pumicestone Passage

•

Department of Environment and Science (DES)

•

Business and industry sector

•

Kabi Kabi Traditional Owners

•	Development industry (Property Council of
Australia and Urban Development Institute of
Australia).

Sunshine CoastCoastal Hazard Adaptation Strategy
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In addition, workshops and tailored briefings were
provided to a range of special interest groups over the
life of the project, some of those included:

•	an appreciation of objectives for coastal
management and preferred principles and
approaches to adaptation.

•	State Government and Local Government
Association of Queensland (LGAQ)
•	utility providers (Optus, Seqwater, Unitywater, and
Energy Queensland)

There was overwhelming support for the aim and intent
of the Strategy and Council’s proactive approach to
longer term planning to better understand the risk from
coastal hazards.

•	Local Disaster Management and Social Recovery
Groups

Feedback over all phases of engagement identified an
appreciation of:

•

Kids in Action and Council’s Youth Committee

•

Pumicestone Passage Catchment Network

•

Reef Check Australia

•	the importance of retaining healthy and functioning
coastal ecosystems as a key element for coastal
adaptation planning and resilience

•

Chambers Alliance.

2.1 What our community told us
All input and feedback received assisted to shape the
direction of technical investigations underpinning the
Strategy and the identification of priority adaptation
actions for the Sunshine Coast. Key outcomes from the
engagement process included:
•	a shared understanding of the needs and
opportunities in the adaptation planning process for
the Sunshine Coast

Kings Beach

•	a need for balance, recognising that adaptation will
require a nuanced approach linked to the specific
issues and needs of the local area/community
•	the need for existing infrastructure located within
a coastal hazard zone, to be designed and/or
upgraded to ensure longer term function and
resilience
•	the important role land-use planning can play to
mitigate coastal hazard risk
•	the critical role a healthy coastal zone plays in
underpinning our economy and community identity.

Bradman Avenue (Image: Rita Paciullo)
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What does a resilient coast look like?
Based on the feedback from the first survey and
Round 1 engagement program, elements of a
resilient Sunshine Coast have been described by
our community.

Comments also related to the challenge of
implementing and taking action in the context of a
changing climate and growing population and the need
to address multiple hazards in a way that supports a
liveable and vibrant region for future generations.

These are identified as the Adaptation Objectives
in Section 4.1.

In addition to the above, key themes identified by
community submissions included:

More information about a future resilient coast
can be found in Part B of the Strategy.

•	the need for a greater focus on maintaining
dunal vegetation/buffers as a primary defence to
increasing sea level rise and other coastal hazards
•	the importance of implementation and translating
the Strategy into on the ground actions
•	the needs to ensure decisions are based on the
best available scientific evidence and assessment
of risk
•	the desire for many in our community to be involved
in the ongoing management of our coastal zone
•	that monitoring and regular reporting is critical to
ensure we’re on track and making the necessary
adjustments in a timely way
•	integrated planning and asset management needs
to be embedded and funded across all levels of
government
•	that we all have a part to play in ensuring the
resilience of the region.

Communications
A range of communication materials including project
updates and a series of tailored fact sheets (informed
by community values), relevant to coastal hazard
adaptation are presented in Part B of the Strategy,
covering:
1

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)

2

Coastal hazard adaptation terminology

3

Coastal landscapes

4

Coastal hazards

5

Coastal adaptation

6

Adaptation framework

7

Resilient homes

Sunshine Coast Coastal Hazard Adaptation Strategy
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Dicky Beach (Image: Justin Fitzgibbon)

What you told us about your adaptation
preferences
The second survey for Our Resilient Coast. Our
Future received around 600 responses and over 350
additional text responses to the questions posed.
The survey helped gain perspectives on adaptation
options for the Sunshine Coast
Highlights from the survey findings include:
•	There is a good level of awareness of
adaptation options: 80% of respondents
had at least general awareness of adaptation
options to mitigate the risk of coastal hazards.
The options people were most familiar with
were dune protection and maintenance, sand
retention structures (e.g. groynes), beach
nourishment and last line of defence structures
(e.g. sea walls). At least 70% of respondents
had heard of these options.
•	There is strong support to protect
environmental values: Over 75% of
respondents indicated that the impact on
environmental and ecological values and
retaining the natural beauty of the coast are
the most important factors to consider when

selecting adaptation options. Other important
factors indicated include maintaining access to
beaches and impacts on cultural and heritage
values.
•	The need for additional adaptation to coastal
hazards is evident: Over 75% of respondents
identified that it is likely or very likely that
additional adaptation to coastal hazards will be
required for the beach, foreshore, estuary or
coastal area they visit most often.
•	There are some clear preferences
for adaptation options: Nearly 60% of
respondents identified that dune protection
and maintenance would be the most suitable
adaptation option. There was also strong
support for land use planning, beach
nourishment and changes and upgrades to
infrastructure. The options identified as least
likely to be suitable were structures to minimise
inundation (dykes/levees). There were mixed
responses regarding last lines of defence
structures (sea walls) and sand retention
structures (groynes), indicating a stronger
preference for more natural solutions or a
planning response.

Sunshine Coast Coastal Hazard Adaptation Strategy
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3. Understanding coastal hazards

3.1 Coastal hazards
Coastal hazards include inundation of low-lying coastal
land and erosion of the shoreline.
Periodic inundation and erosion are natural processes
and contribute to shaping the unique landforms of our
coastal zone. However, when these processes have
an adverse impact on communities, infrastructure and
some natural assets, they may be considered as coastal
hazards. In South-East Queensland, major coastal
hazard impacts are typically associated with East Coast
Lows and Tropical Cyclones.

Storm tide inundation
Storm tide inundation is the flooding of low-lying coastal
land from a locally temporarily elevated sea level (the
‘storm tide’). The storm tide is a combination of the
predicted tide, storm surge and wave action (Figure 3).
Storm surge is driven by the combined influence of low
atmospheric pressure and high winds associated with
events such as Tropical Cyclones.

Figure 4: Natural short-term erosion and dune
rebuilding process.

storm activity (termed storm bite), and the beach will
then gradually rebuild (Figure 4).
When a beach is stable, all of the sand moved offshore
during a storm eventually moves back onto the beach
(over timeframes of months to years). In this case
periodic beach erosion does not result in a long-term
landward movement of the shoreline.
Figure 3: Components of storm tide.

Coastal erosion
Coastlines naturally erode and accrete over time, driven
by variations in sediment supply and climate patterns.

Short term erosion
Coastal erosion occurs when winds, waves and coastal
currents act to shift sediment away from the shoreline.
This can be a short-term shift, often associated with

Long-term erosion
In other cases, due to changing sediment supply or
climate conditions, the beach may not have sufficient
capacity to rebuild between storm events. In the
absence of intervention, long-term erosion (termed
recession) may occur, which is the landward movement
of the shoreline over longer timeframes (decades).
Both short-term and long-term erosion processes
may impact on coastal assets (both natural and built),
depending on how close to the shoreline those assets
are located.
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Maroochy estuary during Tropical Cyclone Oma (February 2019)

Tidal inundation due to sea level rise
Tidal inundation is regular or permanent inundation from
the tidal cycle, including up to the Highest Astronomical
Tide. Areas of low-lying coastal land will be prone to an
increased extent of tidal inundation with sea level rise. A
0.8 m sea level rise by 2100 is currently planned for by
the Queensland State Government.

3.2 Coastal hazard mapping
Updating existing Queensland
Government coastal hazard mapping
The Sunshine Coast is prone to storm events and
coastal hazard impacts are predicted to increase with a
changing climate.
State-wide mapping of areas that may be prone to
coastal hazards by 2100 − including erosion and storm
tide inundation − are publicly available for the entire
Queensland coastline.8 The development of the Strategy
updated this existing mapping for the Sunshine Coast.

The updated mapping for a 1% Annual Exceedance
Probability (AEP) event for 2100 will be incorporated into
the State coastal hazard datasets and will assist Council
and the broader community to plan for future coastal
adaptation. The updated mapping includes:
Erosion Prone Area9, including:
•	open coast erosion: The calculated component
of the Erosion Prone Area (informed by erosion
modelling). Represents an area that may be prone
to open coast erosion in a 1% AEP event
•	tidal areas: Areas that may be prone to regular or
permanent inundation by the Highest Astronomical
Tide. This includes sea level rise and a default
area applied by the State Government in certain
scenarios.
Storm tide inundation area: an area that may be prone
to temporary inundation from a 1% AEP storm tide
event.

8

Refer to Queensland Spatial Catalogue – Qspatial qldspatial.information.qld.gov.au

9

Refer to qld.gov.au/environment/coasts-waterways/plans/hazards/erosion-prone-areas
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Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP)

What do the maps mean?

The Annual Exceedance Probability is the
probability of a storm event occurring in a given
year. The defined storm event for Queensland
State coastal hazard mapping is a 1% AEP.
This means that in any given year there is a 1%
chance of that magnitude of event occurring.

The maps (Part B) provide an indication of areas
that may be exposed to erosion or inundation
processes (now or in the future), in the absence
of additional adaptation actions. In many cases
the impacts can be avoided, mitigated, or
managed through adaptation planning.

Planning horizons
In addition to the 2100 mapping, the Strategy development included consideration of
additional planning horizons (Table 1).
As required by State Government, an assumed sea level rise of 0.8 m by 2100 was
adopted and incorporated into the calculation of hazard extents. Table 1 outlines the
sea level rise values for different planning horizons and the corresponding horizontal
buffer adopted for tidal inundation areas.
Table 1: Planning horizons and sea level rise.
Planning horizon

Vertical sea level rise

Default horizontal area*

Present day

0m

10 m

2041

0.2 m

20 m

2070

0.5 m

30 m

2100

0.8 m

40 m

*State Government defined horizontal distance applied from the extent of present-day
Highest Astronomical Tide in applicable scenarios.

Sensitivity analysis
A range of additional scenarios were considered
for sensitivity analysis to inform the risk assessment
and adaptation pathway planning. This included the
consideration of:
Additional storm tide inundation events: a wider
range of storm tide inundation events (AEPs) were
modelled to inform an appreciation of different

likelihoods of inundation (i.e. both smaller, more frequent
and larger disaster related events) and to further inform
economic analysis and adaptation planning.
Beach profile analysis of storm bite potential: an
assessment of past storm-bite (erosion) linked to more
frequent (smaller) storm events (5% and 10% AEPs)
was undertaken and compared to the 1% AEP erosion
width to provide an appreciation of the impact of smaller
events.
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Maroochydore boat house (Image: Amanda McSpadden)

Coincident flooding: mapping of coincident flooding
was undertaken for a range of scenarios to provide an
appreciation for events that incorporate both storm tide
inundation and riverine (catchment) flooding.

for the 1% AEP, to provide an appreciation of the
potential impact of a higher sea level rise in the future.
This sensitivity analysis also helps to inform both disaster
and asset planning and management processes.

Alternative sea level rise scenarios: in addition to
a 0.8 m sea level rise for the 2100 planning horizon,
a 1.1 m sea level rise scenario was also modelled for
open coast erosion, tidal areas and storm tide inundation

Sunshine CoastCoastal Hazard Adaptation Strategy
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Table 2. Coastal hazard scenarios and corresponding
likelihoods

Planning horizon
Present

2041

2070

2100

Sea level rise
Hazard

AEP

ARI

Likelihood

Open coast erosion

1%

1 in 100 yr

Possible

Tidal area (HAT)

N/A

N/A

Likely

Storm tide inundation

1%

1 in 100 yr

Possible

0m

0.2 m

0.5 m

0.8 m

AEP – Annual Exceedance Probability, ARI – Average Recurrence Interval, HAT – Highest Astronomical Tide

Future coastal hazards
Projected sea level rise and an increase in cyclone
intensity for the Queensland coastline is anticipated to
increase the extent and impact of coastal hazards.
Coastal erosion
•	Increased water levels will accelerate coastal
erosion.
•	Sediment transport patterns may be altered by
shifts in wave direction, triggering changes to the
form and location of shorelines.
•	Low-lying land may be permanently inundated.
•	Increased cyclone and storm activity will escalate
the severity of coastal erosion events.
Storm tide inundation
•	Sea level rise will increase the apparent severity
and frequency of storm tide inundation and will
cause inundation to occur further inland.
•	Increased cyclone and storm intensity will add to
the magnitude of storm tide events and the extent
of inundation.

Point Cartwright (Image: Denise Lamby)

Source: Coastal hazard technical guideline (DEHP
2013)
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3.3 Asset exposure and risk
Coastal hazards have the potential to have adverse
impacts on Sunshine Coast coastal communities,
services, lifestyle, and the environment from present day
to 2100.
Technical assessments were undertaken to review
coastal hazard exposure and risk for a range of assets
across the region.

Determining what is exposed
Once the coastal hazard extents were mapped, areas
and assets that are exposed to the coastal hazards were
identified.
This included collating spatial data for Council and
other stakeholder assets into a database. The database
includes over 600,000 Council data features and an
additional 800,000 features from utility providers.
The exposure and risk assessment included analysis of:
•	Sunshine Coast Planning Scheme 2014 land use
zoning
•

buildings and facilities (public and private)

•	transportation assets including roads, tracks, and
footpaths

Areas exposed to coastal hazards
Planning scheme areas associated with recreation
and open space, emerging communities, community
facilities, rural, environmental management and
conservation, centre and industrial uses are likely
to experience increased exposure to erosion and
inundation by 2100.
For established urban areas, the overall areas likely to
be exposed, relative to the whole planning scheme, are
relatively small (<6% present day, and <15% by 2100).
However, the area exposed between present day to 2100
approximately doubles for tidal inundation and is two to
three times greater for storm tide inundation.
The spatial data and appreciation for coastal hazard
exposure across the range of land and asset types
provides a key input into the risk assessment process.

Determining the risk
Risk is assessed based on the likelihood of an asset
being exposed to a coastal hazard, combined with
the consequence of that exposure. The likelihood was
estimated for each hazard scenario considered, based
on the probability of occurrence (% AEP) within a
planning lifetime.

•	beach and foreshore assets, including recreational,
environmental, and coastal protection assets

A tailored approach to assessing consequence was
developed based on stakeholder and community
feedback on the important elements for the coastal
zone (property and infrastructure; economy and
growth; public safety; services, wellbeing, and culture;
Traditional Owner values; and environmental values).

•	environmental, cultural, and land use information
(‘overlays’).

The consequence categories (Table 3) were informed
by:

Extensive spatial analysis was undertaken to assess
which assets (or portions of assets) are exposed to
the mapped coastal hazard and sensitivity analysis
scenarios.

•

The exposure information was captured spatially
for each asset or land parcel and summarised for
different asset types and localities to inform future
asset management planning, disaster management
and capital renewal programs. Utility stakeholders who
provided information for the assessment were provided
with the results and data to inform their own adaptation
planning processes, and to enable a coordinated
stakeholder approach to asset/infrastructure adaptation
in the future.

•	key elements of the shared stakeholder values and
vision for a resilient coast developed during the
engagement program

•	other infrastructure assets including drainage,
sewerage, water supply

10

the Coastal Hazard Adaptation Strategy guidelines10

•	similar assessments for adaptation planning around
Australia that are comparable to the Sunshine Coast

•	the Sunshine Coast Council risk management
manual (August 2018)
•	input and review by the Project Steering Team
and Community Advisory Group risk and social
vulnerability sub-groups.

Refer to Minimum Standards and Guidelines (LGAQ & DEHP, 2016)
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Table 3. Consequence categories for the Strategy risk assessment.

Place, planning and sustainability
Consequence

Property and infrastructure*

Economy and growth*

Public safety

Widespread major damage or loss
of property or infrastructure with
total value >$25 million.

Regional economic decline,
widespread business failure and
impacts on state economy.

Loss of lives and/or permanent
disabilities.

Full recovery/repair may take many
years.

One or more major industries (e.g.
Tourism, Agriculture, Education,
Construction, Manufacturing, Retail,
Fishing) within the SCC region
threatened.

Major damage or loss of property
“or infrastructure with total value
>$10 million.

Lasting downturn of local economy
with isolated business failures and
major impacts on regional economy.

Catastrophic

Widespread serious injuries/illnesses
and hospitalisation.

A minor industry or whole sector of
the SCC region put at risk.

Major

Full recovery may take less than
1 year.

Moderate

Moderate − major damage to
property or infrastructure with total
value >$1 million.

Significant impacts on local economy
and minor impacts on regional
economy.

Full recovery may take less than
1 year.

Group of businesses in one sector
or locally within the SCC region put
at risk.

Minor damage to properties or
infrastructure with total value
>$100,000.

Individually significant but isolated
impacts on local economy.

Minimal damage to properties
or infrastructure with total value
<$100,000.

Minor short-term impact on local
economy.

Minor

Insignificant

Isolated serious injuries/illnesses and/
or multiple minor injuries/ illnesses.

Minor and isolated injuries and
illnesses.

Inconvenience to a group of
businesses in one sector or locally
within the SCC region.

Negligible injuries or illnesses.

None to minimal impact or
inconvenience to single business.

* In accord with Sunshine Coast Council risk management manual (August 2018) ‘Financial ‘ consequences and risk matrix
** In accord with Sunshine Coast Council risk management manual (August 2018) ‘Natural environment’ consequences and risk matrix.
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Community wellbeing and culture

Environment

Services, wellbeing, and
culture

Cultural values (Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander)

Widespread semipermanent impact (~1year)
to highly utilised community
services, wellbeing, or
culture of the community
with no suitable alternatives.

Severe and widespread,
permanent impact on multiple
sites of cultural significance,
including loss of land, connection
to land, and ability to continue
traditional practices.

Widespread, irreversible damage
to aquatic and/or terrestrial
ecosystems. Permanent loss of one
or more species with potential to
lead to collapse.

Recovery unlikely.

Recovery unlikely.

Severe and widespread semipermanent impact on one or more
sites of cultural significance,
including loss of land, connection
to land, and ability to continue
traditional practices.

Widespread, long-term reversible
or local irreversible, damage
to aquatic and/or terrestrial
ecosystems. Significant reduction in
one or more species.

Full recovery may take many
years.

Full recovery may take many years.

Substantial impact on one or more
sites of local cultural significance.

Localised, medium term reversible
damage to aquatic and/or terrestrial
ecosystems. Moderate reduction in
one or more species.

Full recovery may take 1-2 years.

Full recovery may take 1-2 years.

Small to medium shortterm disruption (~1 day) to
moderately utilised services,
wellbeing, finances, or
culture of the community
with some alternatives
available, or more lengthy
disruption of infrequently
utilised services.

Small, contained, and reversible
short-term impact on sites of
cultural significance.

Localised minor reversible damage
to aquatic and/or terrestrial
ecosystems. Temporary reduction
in one species.

Full recovery may take less than
1 year.

Full recovery may take less than
1 year.

Very small short-term
disruption (~1 hour)
to services, wellbeing,
finances, or culture of the
community with numerous
alternatives available.

Little to no impact to sites of
cultural significance.

Localised, short terms reversible
damage to aquatics and/
or terrestrial ecosystems. No
noticeable species reduction.

Major widespread longterm (~1 month) disruption
to well-utilised services,
wellbeing, or culture of the
community with very few
alternatives available.

Minor medium-to longterm (~1 week) or major
short-term disruption to
moderately utilised services,
wellbeing, or culture of
the community with limited
alternatives.

Environmental values**

Maroochydore Beach (Image: Rita Aitkin)
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Mudjimba (Image: Monique Cody)

Assigning risk
To complete the risk assessment:
•

the likelihood and consequence of exposure was determined separately for erosion and inundation

•

coastal hazard risk was assessed based on the risk matrix (Table 4), separately for erosion and inundation

•	the risk assessment matrix (Table 4) was tailored for the Strategy development, including the mapped hazard
scenarios and sensitivity analysis, and informed by the QCoast2100 Minimum Standards and Guideline, and other
leading practice approaches
•

risk tolerance was also considered for each risk category (Table 5).

Table 4: Risk assessment matrix.
Consequence
Insignificant

Minor

Moderate

Major

Catastrophic

Likely 10% AEP

Low

Medium

High

Very high

Very high

Less likely 5% AEP

Low

Medium

Medium

High

Very high

Possible 1% AEP

Low

Low

Medium

High

High

Rare 0.2% AEP

Low

Low

Low

Medium

High

Likelihood

Table 5: Tailored risk tolerance categories.
Risk

Action required

Risk tolerance

Very high

Immediate and/or ongoing
action is needed to eliminate
or reduce risk to acceptable
levels

Very high risk: a risk that, following an understanding
of the likelihood and consequences, is so high that it
requires actions to avoid or reduce the risk.

High

Short term action is needed
to eliminate or reduce risk to
acceptable levels

Medium

Short to longer term action is
needed to eliminate or reduce
risk to acceptable levels

Medium to high risk: a risk that, following an
understanding of the likelihood and consequences, is
low enough to allow the exposure to continue, and at
the same time high enough to require new treatments
or actions to reduce the risk. Society can live with
this risk but believe that as much as is reasonably
practical should be done to reduce the risks further.

Low

Manage the risk as part of
current operations, provide for
periodic maintenance.

Low risk: a risk that, following an understanding of
the likelihood and consequences, is sufficiently low
to require no new treatments or actions to reduce the
risk further. Individuals and society can live with this
risk without feeling the necessity to reduce the risks
any further.
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Overview of assets at risk
Outputs from the risk analysis were mapped across the
region to review the distribution of assets/land at risk
from coastal hazards. ‘At risk’ assets are inclusive of
any assets with a ‘medium to very high’ risk of adverse
impacts from coastal hazards. Results are relative to all
land/assets in the Sunshine Coast LGA.
It should be noted that adaptation measures are already
in place in some areas to mitigate some of this risk,
including, for example, suitable fill levels and building
standards.

Planning scheme zones
Presently, less than 3% of planning scheme zones
across the LGA are at risk from coastal hazards, this

increases to 4-6% by 2100 (Table 6). Zones at high
risk include waterfront and marine industry, sport and
recreation, principal centre, and open space zones.
These zones have 10-29% of areas at risk currently,
increasing to 18-71% by 2100.

Buildings and facilities
There are a range of buildings and facilities across the
LGA that are increasingly at risk from coastal hazards
from present day to 2100 (Table 7).
There is a notable increase in risk for several building
types including administration, aquatic centre,
community centre, private function, public amenity,
recreational and sports clubs. By 2100, up to 6% of
private buildings may be at risk from tidal inundation
across the LGA.

Yaroomba (Image: Brett McIntosh)
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Table 6: Percentage (%) areas of planning scheme zones at risk.
Erosion prone area
Planning scheme
zone
Community Facilities

Open coast (%)
Present 2041
<1

<1

District Centre

Tidal area* (%)

Storm tide (%)

2070

2100

Present

2041

2070

<1

<1

6

8

10

12

5

<1

<1

1

3

5

7

4

6

8

Emerging Community

2100 Present 2041

2070

2100

7

9

10

<1

<1

2

7

10

2

3

5

6

Environmental
Management and
Conservation

<1

<1

<1

<1

4

5

7

8

4

5

5

6

High Density Residential

<1

2

3

6

3

6

10

14

1

3

7

13

High Impact Industry

<1

<1

1

2

<1

<1

<1

<1

Limited Development

1

2

2

3

Local Centre

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

2

3

4

<1

<1

2

3

Low Density Residential

<1

<1

<1

<1

2

3

4

6

<1

<1

1

2

Low Impact Industry

<1

<1

<1

1

<1

<1

<1

<1

Major Centre

<1

<1

<1

1

<1

<1

2

3

1

3

4

7

<1

1

3

5

Medium Impact Industry

<1

1

2

3

<1

<1

<1

<1

Open Space

10

13

15

18

Principal Centre

11

17

23

32

6

10

17

23

Rural Residential

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

3

3

4

4

2

3

3

4

<1

<1

<1

1

<1

<1

1

17

21

25

29

14

17

20

24

<1

<1

<1

1

<1

<1

<1

<1

4

3

5

9

15

2

3

7

16

3

29

47

61

71

14

17

45

57

Medium Density
Residential

<1

<1

<1

Rural
Specialised Centre
Sport and Recreation

<1

<1

<1

<1

Tourism
Tourist Accommodation
Waterfront and Marine
Industry

<1

<1

1
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Table 7: Percentage (%) of buildings and facilities at risk.
Erosion prone area
Open coast (%)
Building type

Present 2041

2070

Tidal area* (%)
2100

Present

2041

2070

Administration

Storm tide (%)
2100 Present 2041
21

2070

2100

7

21

21

5

13

18

1

1

5

8

Airport
Aquatic Centre

5

10

10

3

11

16

1

3

6

6

Bus Interchange
Cemetery
Community Centre

3

Community Group

3

6

6

6

Community Service

6

8

10

10

3

5

3

5

5

Cultural and Heritage

4

Depot
Education
Emergency Services

2
9

9

13

13

2

2

2

2

3

3

4

4

4

6

4

6

8

29

29

29

29

14

29

29

29

2

6

67

67

67

67

Evacuation centre
Health
Holiday Park
Library
Marine

67

67

67

67

8

14

16

17

Outdoor Venue
Parking
Place of Worship
Private building

6
<1

<1

<1

<1

3

4

5

6

2

2

3

4

6

6

6

13

16

16

23

10

10

16

19

8

12

12

16

6

9

12

14

<1

2

6

8

3

14

16

17

10

19

32

33

7

10

16

19

17

17

9

12

3

4

4

8

Private function venue
Public Amenity
Railway Station
Recreational
SCC Facility
Shelter
Sports Club

4

5

Waste Facility
* Tidal area includes both increasing tidal areas due to vertical sea level rise and a default horizontal area
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Shelly Beach (Image: Allan Bowen)

Transport assets

Other water cycle management infrastructure

A small proportion of transport assets are increasingly at
risk from both tidal area and storm tide inundation, from
present day (less than 2% of assets) to 2100 (more than
4% of assets).

Other water cycle management infrastructure including
culverts, pipes, waterways, stormwater, and water
management infrastructure are increasingly at risk from
coastal hazards, especially tidal inundation.

Most transport assets are designed to withstand periods
of temporary inundation, and the risk is mainly linked to
the loss of use/services and broader access disruption.
The majority of this infrastructure can also be designed
or upgraded to mitigate this risk through existing
betterment processes.

Risk from tidal inundation for these infrastructure
types increases from <5% in present day to >8% by
2100 across the LGA. While this infrastructure may be
designed to withstand regular/permanent inundation,
the increasing risk profile indicates the need to ensure
necessary upgrades and/or relocation measures
are embedded into the relevant asset management
programs.

Beach and foreshore assets
The majority of foreshore assets are already situated
in an environment exposed to erosion, tidal area and
storm tide inundation, and so only minor increases
in the proportion at risk are observed by 2100. This
increase is mainly associated with an increased number
of recreation (e.g. playgrounds, boat ramps, etc.)
and street furniture (e.g. BBQs, bicycle fittings, water
fountains, etc.) assets.
Many protection and wall assets (seawalls and
revetments) that may have higher risk (present day
and by 2100) from coastal hazards, are designed to
withstand the appropriate design events for erosion
and inundation. The ongoing (and increasing) exposure
to coastal hazards for these assets indicates the need
for factoring in necessary maintenance and upgrades
(in accord with the overall adaptation response and
strategy).

Environmental, cultural and land overlays
From present day to 2100, there is an increase in risk to
some cultural values, protected areas, Ramsar wetlands,
significant coastal dunes, significant wetlands and local
and state heritage areas of being impacted.
The assumed risk of increasing tidal inundation is
relatively high for areas of environmental significance
and ecosystems such as freshwater wetlands. However
adaptive capacity is uncertain and the response and
implications for adaptation are relatively complex. In
recognising the risk however, there is an opportunity to
include actions in the adaptation response to enhance
adaptive capacity (e.g. protect habitat connectivity,
provide space for ecosystem migration, climate trails)
and to reduce other stressors (e.g. disturbance, fire,
pollution, feral species).

A step-change in risk
The emerging risk profile from present day to 2100 is not
linear. There is a notable step-change in the risk profile
for all hazards and asset types from 2040 to 2070. This
indicates that there is a good opportunity to undertake
adaptation over the coming decades, in a way that can
mitigate the step-change before it occurs and avoid the
associated impacts.

The cost of no additional intervention
– economic risk (base case)
In the absence of intervention/adaptation, there are
economic costs associated with coastal hazards.
Economic analysis is important for determining the best
approach to coastal hazard adaptation for different
localities.
Point Cartwright
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•

value assets and key industries

•

define a base case (i.e. the cost of no action)

•

assess adaptation options.

After assigning values to key infrastructure and
natural assets, the foundational step of an economic
assessment in coastal hazard adaptation is to define
a base case (Figure 5). This means determining
the potential economic costs or losses associated
with coastal hazards with no additional adaptation/
intervention i.e. business as usual. This becomes the
baseline for a cost-benefit assessment of implementing
adaptation options.
The base case for the Sunshine Coast LGA was
determined by examining the likelihood and
consequence ($ damage) of coastal hazard impacts on
assets and at different planning horizons (e.g. present
day, 2041, 2070 and 2100).
For the Sunshine Coast, assets assessed in the
economic base case include:
•	buildings and facilities – private and public buildings
that are within the open coast, tidal area or storm
tide inundation area
•	transport infrastructure – Council infrastructure
including roads, paths and boardwalks
•	utilities – Council utilities including pipes, drains and
bioretention basins.
Costs associated with the built environment are based
on available market rates drawn from multiple sources.

Economic value (%)

100

Damages under base case conditions are assessed as
average annual damages (AAD): a probabilistic estimate
of the average annual expected damages based on the
physical modelling of likelihood (AEP) and consequence
(extent of area damages, assets damaged, unit values
of damages and losses).
For the Sunshine Coast, the present day potential
average annual damages (AAD) associated with coastal
hazard impacts on infrastructure assets is estimated to
be up to $40M (Figure 6).
In the absence of adaptation, this may increase to $55M
by 2041, over $80M by 2070, and over $130M annually
by 2100. The predicted increase in tidal areas linked to
sea level rise is the main driver of the increase.
Potential damages are linked to a combination of private
and public assets in the coastal zone.
Average annual damage
($ million)

Economic analysis is used in several ways including to:
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Figure 6: Annual expected damage ($ million) for the
Sunshine Coast LGA by hazard type.
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4 Approach to adaptation

First Bay, Coolum (Image: Catherine Holland)

4.1 Framework

of relevant Council-led investigations on coastal
hazard risk, planning and adaptation options.

Shared roles and responsibilities

Observe/monitor/maintain – Council will actively
observe /monitor/maintain coastal hazard risk for
Council owned land and assets. For land and
assets owned or managed by others, Council may,
as part of everyday activities, observe hazard risk
and seek to notify the relevant landowner/manager.

Sunshine Coast Council recognise a shared
responsibility for the management of coastal hazard
risk; a responsibility shared with other land managers
and private landowners.
As an asset custodian and provider of public
infrastructure, Council plays a key role by ensuring
assets are appropriately located, designed,
constructed, managed and maintained to enable
ongoing functionality and accessibility.
Council also provides strong leadership and strategic
direction to support the development of community
capacity and communities that are resilient to natural
disasters and climate change via its legislative roles
in land use planning and disaster management.
In addition, Council’s role is to embed adaptation
and resilience measures into its own systems and
processes.
Council’s primary responsibility is the maintenance
and protection of Council land and assets and to
inform statutory and non-statutory planning processes.
Private land and asset owners are responsible for the
maintenance and protection of their own assets, within
the context of state and Council policy and approvals.
Council’s role in adaptation varies depending on the
type and ownership of different assets.
Investigate and inform – Council will make
available to all stakeholders (including public and
private land and asset owners) the outcomes

Plan and assist – Council will develop strategic
planning and asset management measures to
manage the risk of coastal hazard impacts on
Council owned land and assets and to inform
appropriate land use planning across the region.
Council may also provide guidance and
assistance to other land/asset owners to plan
and implement appropriate risk mitigation
measures in a co-ordinated way, utilising best
practice approaches.
Act and assist – Council will implement strategic
planning and asset management measures to
manage the risk of coastal hazard impacts on
Council-owned land and assets and to inform
appropriate land use planning across the region.
Council may also provide guidance and
assistance to other land/asset owners to
implement appropriate risk management
measures in a co-ordinated way, utilising best
practice approaches.
Initiatives in the Strategy also seek to foster and enable
other stakeholders to proactively manage coastal
hazard impacts on their own land/assets in accord with
the Strategy and in consultation with Council.
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A strategic approach to coastal
adaptation
Across Australia and internationally, coastal land
managers are taking a strategic approach to managing
the risk of coastal hazards and enhancing the resilience
of our coastal zones.
Common elements of this strategic approach include:
•

developing a locally relevant adaptation framework

•	assigning strategic adaptation responses and
pathways (change in response over time) to
different localities to guide decision making over
multiple planning horizons from present day to 2100
•	assessing the range of adaptation options suitable
in different locations to help mitigate the risk of
coastal hazards
•	developing a strategy for coastal adaptation with a
view to 2100, with prioritised actions over a 10-year
timeframe.
A tailored adaptation framework was developed for
the Strategy to guide decision making on adaptation
response and options across the region. This framework
was informed by:
•	consultation with Council and stakeholders,
including the Community Advisory Group
•	the values and objectives for different localities
gathered from engagement activities
•	the 10-year Shoreline Erosion Management Plan
(SEMP) for the Sunshine Coast, prepared in 2014
•	an understanding of the risk and cost of
coastal hazards for a diversity of asset types
across multiple planning horizons (from the risk
assessment)
•	a whole-of-coast perspective of the range of
values, uses and pressures in the coastal zone.

Mooloolaba (Image: Billy Dauglalsi)

Adaptation objectives
The purpose of clarifying adaptation objectives is to
help guide an appropriate adaptation response and to
screen adaptation options across different localities.
Community perspectives on coastal values and
thoughts for the future informed an understanding
of adaptation objectives across the Sunshine Coast.
These perspectives were gathered through the project’s
engagement program.
Important elements of a future resilient coast identified
by key stakeholders and the broader community
included:
•

balance

•

cooperation/collaboration

•

sustainability

•

working with nature

•

healthy and functional

•

accessible

•

cooperation and awareness

•

smart planning/innovative

•

value heritage

•

protecting key ecosystems and species.

These objectives provide a reference for considering
the suitability of different coastal hazard adaptation
responses and informs the multi-criteria analysis of
adaptation options.

Dicky Beach (Image: Tracey Papandrea)
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Coolum (Image: Simon Gerbic)

Adaptation response

Transition

The tailored adaptation framework includes three
adaptation responses (Table 8).

In some specific areas, if the coastal hazard risk profile
is very high, and mitigation becomes infeasible (due to
economic or other factors), a strategic decision may be
made to transition to an alternative land use. Any such
transition would be guided and informed by localitybased adaptation planning.

A general first principle is to avoid placing new
development or assets in coastal hazard areas, where
the risk cannot be adequately mitigated. Any new
development/infrastructure in coastal hazard areas
should be in accord with Council policy where on public
land, as well as the relevant State Planning Policy and
approval requirements and include necessary mitigation
measures.
Monitor, maintain and prepare
At localities where the coastal hazard risk profile is low,
the adaptation response is to monitor risk, undertake
existing maintenance/asset management activities
and continue active stewardship of the coastal zone.
Preparation for potential future adaptation actions will
also be undertaken.
If, over time, the risk profile is observed to increase (as
indicated by local trigger levels), then the adaptation
response may shift to mitigate.
Mitigate
At localities where coastal hazard risks have been
identified, the adaptation response is to actively mitigate
the risk through implementing a range of fit for purpose
and cost-effective adaptation options. Adaptation
options will be tailored to each locality, incorporating
site-specific activities, community input and statutory
planning considerations.
If, over time, the risk profile is observed to increase
(as indicated by local trigger levels), and mitigation
becomes infeasible (due to economic or other factors),
then the adaptation response may shift to transition.

Transition is about changing how we use land in coastal
areas in a way that assists to lower the long-term coastal
hazard risk. This can often involve a localised planned
retreat of assets, or alternative planning approaches.
If transition is identified, it is likely to be a gradual
process over time, where mitigating hazards for a period
is part of the transition process. However, in some
cases a more rapid transition response may be required
subject to a threshold trigger, and there is a need to
remain agile. A range of adaptation options will be part
of the transition process.
Adaptation options
Four themes of adaptation options are defined for the
Strategy, with a range of options that relate to avoiding,
mitigating and managing the risk of coastal hazards.
The themes are:
1.

Enhancing adaptive capacity

2.

Planning

3.

Modifying infrastructure

4.

Coastal management and engineering.

The range of common adaptation options across
these themes are described in Table 9. More detailed
descriptions of the adaptation options are provided in
Fact Sheets 9 to 19, Part B to the Strategy, along with
preliminary screening of the relevance of options at
different localities.

Table 8: Adaptation response.
Adaptation
response

Adaptation
options

Monitor, maintain and prepare

Mitigate

Transition

Monitor the risk of coastal hazards.
Monitor until local trigger levels are
reached to initiate mitigation.
+
Maintain existing arrangements and
prepare for future actions.

Actively mitigate the risk of
coastal hazards through a
range of adaptation options.

A strategic decision to
transition to an alternative
land use in some areas.

Mitigate until local trigger levels
are reached to initiate transition.

Mitigation may be part of the
transition process.

Full range of adaptation options
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Table 9: Adaptation options by theme.

Theme

Enhancing
adaptative
capacity

Adaptation options

Developing programs and partnerships to
enhance stewardship of the coastal zone

9

Knowledge sharing and
education

Facilitating knowledge sharing and education
on hazards and adaptation

10

Monitoring

Monitoring changes in coastal hazard risk
and effectiveness of adaptation

11

Planning

Informing statutory planning, policies and
strategies.
Includes consideration of land use transition

Disaster management

Coastal
management
and engineering

Part B
Fact Sheet number

Community stewardship

Land use planning

Modifying
infrastructure

Description

Increase infrastructure
resilience

12

Updating emergency response planning
• M
 odifying critical infrastructure (e.g.
raising floor levels)
• Modifying drainage networks

13

• Resilient homes
Relocate infrastructure

• Relocating critical infrastructure

Dune protection and
maintenance

Minimising dune disturbance, maintaining
vegetation

14

Beach nourishment/renourishment

Providing additional sand to the beach

15

Structures to assist with
sand retention

Using structures (e.g. groynes) to help retain
sand

16

Structures to dissipate
wave energy

Constructing offshore breakwaters or
artificial reefs to dissipate wave energy
(submerged or exposed)

17

Last line of defence
structures

Constructing seawalls/revetments

18

Structures to minimise
inundation

Constructing levees/dykes

19

Cotton Tree (Image: John Anderson)
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Mooloolaba (Image: Erin Fedorniak)

4.2	Adaptation response by
locality
An adaptation response and pathway have been
assigned for each locality across the Sunshine Coast
coastal zone.
Adaptation responses and options are considered by
locality which is based on four zones and 28 associated
beach units identified in the Environment and Liveability
Strategy and Sunshine Coast Shoreline Erosion
Management Plan (SEMP 2014). Zones have been
adjusted slightly for the Coastal Hazard Adaptation
Strategy process, to be inclusive of full suburbs on the
boundaries, and to reflect inland inundation patterns
(Figure 7).
The adaptation response takes into consideration what
is at risk (land and assets), and how the risk is changing
over time − the emerging risk profile (present day, 2041,
2070 and 2100) (Table 10).
The adaptation response informs the consideration
of the type and timing of adaptation options. An
adaptation response is not static and can be upgraded
or downgraded over time based on active monitoring of
coastal hazard risk and associated triggers to change
response.

Figure 7: Zones and localities.
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Table 10: Adaptation response pathway by beach unit.

Zone
1. Coolum Beach
to Maroochy
estuary

2. Maroochydore
Beach to
Mooloolaba

3. Point
Cartwright to
Shelly Beach

Beach
unit
number

Unit name

Present day

2041

2070

2100

1

Coolum

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate/
Transition*

Mitigate/
Transition*

2

The Bays

Monitor, maintain
and prepare

Monitor, maintain
and prepare

Monitor,
maintain and
prepare

Monitor,
maintain and
prepare

3

Yaroomba

Monitor, maintain
and prepare

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

4

Mt Coolum to
Marcoola

Monitor, maintain
and prepare

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

5

Marcoola to
Mudjimba

Monitor, maintain
and prepare

Monitor, maintain
and prepare

Mitigate

Mitigate

6

Twin Waters and
Pacific Paradise

Monitor, maintain
and prepare

Monitor, maintain
and prepare

Mitigate

Mitigate

7

Maroochy estuary
and floodplain

Mitigate

Mitigate/
Transition*

Mitigate/
Transition*

Mitigate/
Transition*

8

Maroochy River
mouth to Cotton
Tree

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate/
Transition*

Mitigate/
Transition*

9

Maroochydore
Beach

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

10

Alexandra
Headland Beach

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

11

Alexandra
Headland Bluff to
Mooloolaba Beach

Monitor, maintain
and prepare

Monitor, maintain
and prepare

Monitor,
maintain and
prepare

Monitor,
maintain and
prepare

12

Mooloolaba north
Beach

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

13

Mooloolaba spit
and Mooloolah
floodplain

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

14

Point Cartwright to
Kawana Beach

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

15

Warana, Bokarina,
and Wurtulla
Beaches

Monitor, maintain
and prepare

Monitor, maintain
and prepare

Monitor,
maintain and
prepare

Mitigate

16

Currimundi Lake
entrance, inland
canals and
constructed lakes

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

17

Currimundi Beach
south

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate
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Table 10: Adaptation response pathway by beach unit (continued).

Zone
3. Point
Cartwright to
Shelly Beach
4. Kings Beach
to southern
boundary

Beach
unit
number

Unit name

Present day

2041

2070

2100

18

Dicky Beach

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

19

Moffat Beach

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

20

Shelly Beach

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

21

Kings Beach

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

22

Bulcock beach

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

23

Passage: Tay Ave
to Leach Park

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate/
Transition*

Mitigate/
Transition*

24

Passage: Oxley St
to Beattie St

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

25

Passage: Beattie St
to Nelson St

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

26

Passage: Nelson
St to Lamerough
Canal

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

27

Passage:
Lamerough Canal
to Bells Creek

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

28

Passage: Bells
Creek to southern
boundary

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

*Transition may apply to a limited area within the locality

Mooloolaba Spit (Image: Ruby Beevor)
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4.3	Screening adaptation
actions
A range of actions enable a strategic approach to
coastal hazard adaptation across the Sunshine Coast.
A suite of actions across the four themes (refer back to
Table 9) are considered for:
•

the LGA-wide scale (see Section 5)

•	the locality scale as part of the adaptation response
pathways (see Section 6).
The program of priority actions was informed by initial
screening of options, as well as a tailored cost-benefit
analysis to inform decision making on investment
decisions across the coastal localities.
A high-level multi-criteria analysis was undertaken to
screen the appropriateness of different adaptation
options. Each option was assessed across the LGA
against a set of criteria. The assessment criteria are
based on key stakeholder values and objectives,
including community perspectives and include:
•

cost

•

feasibility to implement

•

retainment of natural amenity

•

retainment of access

•

protection of ecosystems and natural assets

•

protection of infrastructure assets.

A review of the existing Shoreline Erosion Management
Plan was also undertaken to inform perspectives on
future open coast erosion adaptation options.
Actions across capacity building, land use planning
and modifying infrastructure are the core focus for most
localities, combined with some site-specific targeted
investigations to inform future updates to the adaptation
pathways. Results may also change over time and
should be the subject of future Strategy updates.

Mudjimba (Image: Jodie Price)

4.4	Economic analysis to inform
refinement of actions
Approach
Targeted economic analysis was undertaken to inform
the decision-making process for adapting to different
hazard types (Table 11).
Two case studies, for the Blue Heart Sunshine Coast
and Maroochydore Beach, are included in the economic
analysis.
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Table 11: Different economic analyses included in the Strategy development.
Coastal hazard

Adaptation option

Open coast erosion

Open coast erosion
mitigation actions −
current and potential
future actions

Analysis framework

Overview

Cost benefit analysis

Do the benefits of investment
outweigh the costs?

Threshold analysis

How frequently would an event
need to occur to justify the
costs?

Storm tide inundation

Resilient buildings

Cost benefit analysis

Do the benefits of investment
outweigh the costs?

Tidal inundation

Land purchase

Estimated cost of
purchase

What are the estimated costs of
purchasing land that is likely to
be permanently inundated?

Open coast erosion
For open coast erosion, the economic analysis
considered a cost-benefit assessment of open coast
erosion mitigation works. The assessment included
present day and likely type and magnitude of future
works required to mitigate the increasing erosion risk
– typically representing a continuation of the Shoreline
Erosion Management Plan (SEMP) approach for each
Zone.
The results of the cost-benefit assessment indicated
that there is not a strong economic driver based on
asset/land protection alone for open coast erosion
mitigation works. The threshold analysis indicates that
the 1% AEP erosion event would need to occur more
than twice as often as it currently does, in order for
there to be a strong economic incentive for investment.
However, when considering the socio-economic impacts
of open coast erosion for loss of access and use of the
main beaches (as noted in the Maroochydore Beach
case study presented in the following section), this
presents a strong economic case for erosion mitigation
that includes maintenance of a sandy beach system.
The economic benefit of open coast erosion adaptation
actions can also be maximised through targeted
and well-timed implementation of Shoreline Erosion
Management Plan (SEMP) actions to address open
coast erosion.

Marcoola (Image: Chris Schwencke)

Storm tide inundation
For storm tide inundation, the adaptation option of
‘resilient homes/buildings’ is assessed. ‘Resilient homes’
is the collective term for mitigating the risk of flooding
by the modification of existing building materials and
design11. This analysis resulted in a strong economic
case for resilient housing in areas prone to storm tide
inundation up to the 1% AEP.

11

Refer to Fact Sheet 7: Resilient homes in Part B
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Mooloolaba

What are resilient homes?
Making changes to your home over time can reduce damage from future flooding and help you get back to normal
quicker after a flood event.
Changes for a resilient home include:

Raise electrical power outlets above waist
height to reduce damage during a flood and
allow power to be restored more quickly
Look at different floor and wall covering
options. Tiles and waterproof grout are much
easier to clean after a flood than wallpaper
or carpet
Raise TVs, speakers, Wi-Fi modems and
other electricals above waist height or mount
on walls if possible, to reduce damage
during a flood
If fitting a new bathroom, think about a
free-standing bath or shower that is easier to
clean around after a flood rather than a fixed
bath

If replacing electrical appliances think about
appliances which can be lifted or placed
in higher locations such as a front-loading
washing machine on a shelf or plinth instead
of a top loader on the ground
Metal or raised bed frames and other
furniture will be easier to clean up than divan
or upholstered furniture
Place work benches along the inside of
garage walls to help reinforce the walls and
reduce damage from floodwaters and strong
winds
More information can be found in Fact sheet
7: Resilient homes in Part B.

Raise fridges, freezers, kitchen appliances
and cupboards on plinths or stands with
removable kickboards to reduce damage
and make cleaning up easier
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Cost benefit analysis results – resilient
homes
A cost-benefit analysis was undertaken for each zone to
indicate whether for storm tide inundation, the benefits
of resilient homes are estimated to outweigh costs.
This included a range of storm tide events (AEPS) to
understand at what frequency of event options are
economically viable.
A result of greater than one indicates the benefits
outweigh the costs and the option is viable. A result of
below one indicates the benefits are outweighed by the
costs and the option is not likely to be viable/worth the
investment.
Across all zones, the benefit exceeds cost for dwellings
that are typically impacted by higher frequency (10%
and 5% AEP) storm tide events, including the 1% AEP
from 2041 onwards. Benefits for dwellings impacted by
lower frequency ‘larger’ events (0.2% AEP) are marginal
or not worthwhile.
These results provide a strong economic case for
resilient homes in areas prone to storm tide inundation
up to the 1% AEP.

Tidal inundation
Tidal inundation areas are those that are permanently
tidal (inundation by HAT) and are increasing in extent
due to sea level rise.
Adaptation actions to mitigate tidal inundation include
raising lot or floor levels and road raising, guided by
planning provisions. The benefit of these adaptation
actions can be maximised by embedding adaptation
in programmed upgrades and prioritising and/or
sequencing of works.
Other options such as land purchase or land swap may
also be considered in exceptional circumstances of
public interest. These can be very expensive options
and are not often financially viable. Estimates for a land
purchase scenario of 25% of land in the mapped tidal
area for the Sunshine Coast LGA are in the order of
$30M present day and in excess of $100M by 2100.
Council may consider purchase of land that is tidally
inundated only where the land contributes to the
long-term strategic and economic outcomes such as
providing conservation/open space benefits – and for a
land use consistent with the hazard exposure (i.e. tidally
inundated).

Storm tide inundation cost-benefit analysis results
10% AEP

5% AEP

1% AEP

0.2% AEP

Zone 1 − Coolum Beach to Maroochy estuary
Present day
2041
2070
2100

10.6
10.7
15.5
13.9

5.1
5.5
7.7
7.1

1.0
1.2
1.6
1.4

0.2
0.3
0.3
0.3

Zone 2 − Maroochydore Beach to Mooloolaba
Present day
2041
2070
2100

9.7
14.9
12.4
13.7

5.0
6.5
6.0
6.7

0.9
1.4
1.2
1.3

0.2
0.3
0.2
0.3

Zone 3 − Point Cartwright to Shelly Beach
Present day
2041
2070
2100

7.6
14.1
14.6
13.6

3.9
7.1
6.6
3.3

0.8
1.5
1.3
1.3

0.2
0.3
0.3
0.3

Zone 4 − Kings Beach to southern boundary
Present day
2041
2070
2100

11.5
12.5
17.4
14.5

5.8
6.2
9.0
7.4

1.1
1.6
1.4
1.5

0.2
0.4
0.3
0.3

Resilient homes investment is a viable option (>1)
Resilient homes investment may be marginal or not worthwhile (<1)

Coolum (Image: Brett McIntosh)
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CASE STUDY:
Blue Heart Sunshine Coast
The Blue Heart12 is a floodplain area in the Maroochy
catchment. It is recognised for its high biodiversity
values and critical role in flood storage. It is also an area
that has cultural significance to the Kabi Kabi Traditional
Owners. The Blue Heart currently supports rural and
agricultural activities, conservation, water quality
nutrient and vegetation offsetting, carbon sequestration,
and open space land uses.
The area is already flood-prone and with rising sea
levels, an expansion of the tidal area is expected. There
is therefore an opportunity to transition the land to a
wetland system over the next 80 years. These changes
will result in an increase of ecosystem services.
Ecosystem services are the range of benefits
that natural assets provide which contribute to
human wellbeing.
Inland wetlands such as the Blue Heart provide
a range of ecosystem services, including climate
regulation, carbon sequestration, flood regulation,
habitat and recreation and cultural values.

The estimated value of current agricultural land use
is around $2 million per year. The estimated value
of transitioning to a wetland ecosystem is around
$12 million per year (Table 12). The value of wetland
ecosystem services created by the Blue Heart
expansion well exceed the value of any agriculture lost
and strongly supports current transition initiatives.
Table 12: Estimated value of gained wetland
ecosystem services and foregone agriculture in 2100.
Estimated total value 		
Potential
($ million/year)
Estimate
higher end
		estimate
Estimated total value
$12M
of wetland ecosystem
services gained		

$70M

Estimated total value
of agriculture foregone

$3M

$2M

Refer to sunshinecoast.qld.gov.au/Council/Planning-andProjects/Major-Regional-Projects/The-Blue-Heart

12

Maroochy Estuary
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CASE STUDY:
Beach impacts – Maroochydore Beach
Maroochydore Beach is a key contributor to the local
economy through attraction of visitors who spend
money on accommodation, food and retail business. It is
also a major hub for medium to high density residential
dwellings where access to the beach drives significantly
higher property values.
Temporary and permanent beach closures could have
three major economic impacts on the local economy:
•	loss of value associated with the benefit derived
from a visit to a beach
•	loss of revenue for nearby businesses such as
cafes and restaurants
•	loss of beach amenity associated with property
proximity to a beach access point.
To understand these impacts, a reduction in visitation
due to temporary closure and reduction in property
prices and associated rate incomes due to permanent
closure are assessed. These scenarios also reflect a
loss of access (temporary or permanent) to the beach
which could occur through other factors as well, such
as the loss or closure of a main access road and
access facilities.

Maroochydore River (Image: Felicity Svensson)
Image: Mike Swaine

Losses resulting from temporary closure/loss of access
to the beach include:
•	$9 million potential annual loss of benefit derived by
visiting residents and tourists
•	$34 million potential annual revenue loss for local
business.
Some of these losses may be captured elsewhere in
the LGA as people choose another beach in the region,
however a substantial loss will likely be incurred.
For permanent closures or loss of access, impacts on
property values range from a 22% to 45% drop in price
premium (compared to a house located 10km away).
The potential losses of beach amenity are significant
for local residents and businesses. This highlights the
economic case for open coast erosion mitigation and
potential for co-investment (cost contributions from
beneficiaries) in shared adaptation initiatives for the
coast.
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5 Region-wide
actions
summary
The Coastal Hazard Adaptation Strategy's priority
regional adaptation actions are grouped under the
following four themes.
1.

Enhancing adaptive capacity

2.

Planning

3.

Modifying infrastructure

4.

Coastal management and engineering.

Priority strategic actions for each of these themes
are summarised in Table 13, with some additional
information/guidance provided in Part C of the
Strategy – the Five-Year Implementation Plan.
Adaptation responses and actions specific to different
localities across the region are provided in the
adaptation pathways for each location (Section 6). The
actions in the pathways are subject to consideration of
the sequencing of actions, with associated triggers.

Alexandra Headland

Table 13: LGA-wide actions.

Theme

Adaptation
option no.

1. E
 nhancing
adaptive
capacity

1.1 Community
stewardship
program

Description

Priority strategic actions

Develop programs
and partnerships to
enhance stewardship
of the coastal zone
and community
adaptive capacity

 stablish CHAS program/officer role to
1.1.1 E
support implementation.
 nhance existing engagement programs
1.1.2 E
to maximise community capacity and
involvement in dune protection and
maintenance activities through partnerships,
volunteering and citizen science initiatives.
1.1.3 U
 ndertake a regional assessment to identify
social and financial vulnerabilities and inform
adaptation pathways regarding support
required to effectively adapt to changing
coastal hazard risks.
1.1.4 R
 eview infrastructure and technology
needs to reduce impacts on communities
from access disruption linked to inundation
events.
1.1.5 C
 ontinue to support and prepare local
businesses to respond to emergencies and
build longer term resilience.
1.1.6 D
 evelop programs and initiatives to continue
to increase the Sunshine Coast’s social and
economic diversity to reduce reliance on
coastal dependant activities and increase
regional resilience.
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Table 13: LGA-wide actions (continued).

Theme
1. E
 nhancing
adaptive
capacity

Adaptation
option no.
1.2 Knowledge
sharing

Description

Priority strategic actions

Facilitate knowledge
sharing and
education on
h azards and
adaptation

1.2.1 Continue to partner with First Nation
representatives to understand their needs,
aspirations and involvement in coastal hazard
adaptation, including the identification of
cultural values, management of significant
sites, supporting their ongoing role in caring
for country and informing future adaptation
approaches.
1.2.2 Develop coastal management
communication and engagement plan and
associated materials.
1.2.3 Facilitate coastal management training/
education workshops and events for
knowledge sharing with internal and external
stakeholders.
1.2.4 Formalise and coordinate information sharing
and accessibility to relevant hazard exposure
data within Council and between Council and
state agencies.

1.3 Monitoring

Monitor changes in
coastal hazard risk
and effectiveness of
adaptation

1.3.1 Develop an integrated coastal data platform/
process to inform adaptive management.
1.3.2 Develop and integrate CHAS implementation
evaluation metrics into existing monitoring
programs to measure effectiveness.
1.3.3 Prepare an annual report on CHAS
implementation, including evaluation metrics.
1.3.4 Investigate options to support community
reporting of coastal hazard impacts to inform
future adaptation options and decisions.

1.4 Research
partnerships
and focus
topics

Boost research
partnerships and
undertake additional
investigations to
support adaptation

1.4.1 Establish collaborative partnerships with
key universities and research centres and
define key research projects to support
implementation.
1.4.2 Investigate the impact of coastal hazards on
natural assets, their ecosystem services and
associated economic values to inform future
decision making.
1.4.3 Determine ecosystem needs for maintaining
thriving estuaries with due regard to climate
change and impacts from other growth
related drivers.
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Table 13: LGA-wide actions (continued).

Theme

Adaptation
option no.

1. E
 nhancing
adaptive
capacity

1.5 Funding

2. Planning

2.1 Land use
planning

Description

Priority strategic actions
1.5.1 S
 eek and apply for funding to establish programs,
partnerships and collaboration that supports
implementation of the Strategy, including initiatives
that support innovation in adaptation.

Use the
outcomes of
the CHAS to
inform statutory
planning and
other nonstatutory
strategy and
planning
processes

2.1.1 Use the Strategy (including coastal hazard mapping
and emerging risk information) to inform all relevant
corporate and operational policy and planning
matters across Council, including the development
of the new planning scheme.
2.1.2 Use the updated Erosion Prone Area and storm tide
inundation mapping to inform the preparation of a
new coastal hazard protection overlay for the new
planning scheme.
2.1.3 Review future development and infrastructure
servicing options for rural areas subject to 2100
HAT.
2.1.4 Investigate the implications of the revised Erosion
Prone Area (for existing and future developed
areas).
2.1.5 Advocate to the State Government to review
current State planning provisions and land tenure
arrangements relevant to coastal hazard adaptation.
2.1.6 Develop a Blue Heart Sunshine Coast land use
transition plan.
2.1.7 Undertake prioritised special area adaptation
planning and determine triggers for relocation of
specific foreshore assets or transition planning (as
specified in locality pathways).
2.1.8 Review Surf Life Saving infrastructure and
associated services across the coast and develop a
plan to inform a coordinated approach to long-term
infrastructure siting, design and service delivery
and special area adaptation planning at priority
locations.

2.2 Disaster
management

Update
emergency
response
planning

2.2.1 Update disaster management plans using new
Erosion Prone Area and storm tide inundation
mapping, the CHAS risk assessment, and
information on economic implications.
2.2.2 Update disaster management and recovery
planning based on a better understanding of social
vulnerability associated with coastal hazards.
2.2.3 Review the long-term adequacy of evacuation
facilities and evacuation routes for different coastal
hazard adaptation planning horizons.
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Table 13: LGA-wide actions (continued).

Theme
2. Planning

Adaptation
option no.

Description

Priority strategic actions

2.3 Other
location specific
planning

2.3.1 R
 eview planning provisions to enable an
option for long-term raising of lot levels in
inundation prone coastal urban areas and
supplementary drainage options for areas
identified in location specific adaptation
pathways.
 eview planning provisions for land uses
2.3.2 R
located in open coast erosion prone areas
identified in location specific adaptation
pathways.
2.3.3 U
 ndertake other actions for areas identified in
location specific adaptation pathways.

 odifying
3. M
infrastructure

3.1 Build
resilience

Coastal pathway

 eview coastal pathway and ensure
2.3.4 R
alignment is situated as landward as possible
and designed and constructed appropriately
if sited in a hazard prone area.

Upgrading/
renewing
infrastructure

 mbed coastal hazard risk information
3.1.1 E
(across all planning horizons) into asset
planning and management to identify Council
assets at risk and to inform appropriate
maintenance requirements, renewal
timeframes, potential relocation and future
design considerations.
 se the Strategy to inform the development
3.1.2 U
and implementation of the State’s Sunshine
Coast Infrastructure Plan to deliver coordinated planning of future climate resilient
infrastructure in partnership with the State
Government and utility providers.
3.1.3 R
 elocate specific assets where defined in
adaptation pathways as part of asset renewal
process.

4. C
 oastal
management
and
engineering

4.1 Dune
protection,
enhancement
and
maintenance

Promote benefits
of resilient
homes

3.1.4 P
 romote resilient homes within the community
and building sector for identified areas in
location specific adaptation pathways.

Minimise dune
disturbance,
maintain
vegetation,
enhance dune
systems

4.1.1 U
 ndertake dune protection, enhancement,
and management in areas identified in
location specific adaptation pathways.
4.1.2 Implement education and awareness,
stewardship support, and compliance
programs as part of the dune protection,
enhancement and management program.
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Table 13: LGA-wide actions (continued).

Theme
4. C
 oastal
management
and
engineering

Adaptation
option no.
4.2 Open
coast erosion
mitigation works

Description

Priority strategic actions

Open coast
erosion
mitigation
options

4.2.1 D
 evelop and implement updated shoreline
erosion management planning that
incorporates location specific actions
(including supporting Cost Benefit Analysis
for priority sites), as a key component of
integrated coastal management.
4.2.2 Investigate mechanisms for landowner
funding of coastal protection works that
benefit their assets.
4.2.3 Define Council’s role regarding co-ordination,
planning and delivery of mitigation works for
private properties – linked to location specific
pathways.
4.2.4 U
 ndertake feasibility studies for alternative
solutions as it relates to open coast erosion
identified in adaptation pathways, including
artificial offshore reefs.
4.2.5 D
 eliver shoreline erosion management
activities in line with location specific
adaptation pathways and associated
planning.
4.2.6 Undertake a trial/case study at Watson
Street, Currimundi to develop a framework
for a coordinated, joint approach for the
mitigation of erosion risk for private assets in
the present-day hazard area.

4.3 Protection
from tidal and
storm tide
inundation

Structures
to minimise
inundation

4.3.1 U
 ndertake stormwater and drainage
investigations, planning and design
upgrades at identified areas in location
specific pathways and incorporate into
shoreline erosion management planning.
 eview and inform future updates of
4.3.2 R
the Stormwater Drainage Strategy/
Master Drainage Planning Studies and
embed infrastructure upgrades in asset
management/capital works programming
(including tailored CBA).
 ndertake feasibility studies for alternative
4.3.3 U
solutions (including storm surge/tidal
barriers) relating to inundation hazard risk
identified in adaptation pathways.
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Table 13: LGA-wide actions (continued).

Theme
4. C
 oastal
management
and
engineering

Adaptation
option no.
4.4 Additional
technical
investigations
required to
inform longterm coastal
zone adaptive
management
and inform
CHAS
and SEMP
implementation

Description

Priority strategic actions

LGA wide
assessments

4.4.1  Undertake investigations to support
implementation of a regional scale sand
sourcing and nourishment program for areas
identified in location specific pathways.
4.4.2  Develop regional scale sediment transport
mode.
4.4.3  Determine management required to maintain
important sea turtle nesting sites, particularly
with regard to sand nourishment impacts and
incorporate into future updates of the Turtle
Conservation Plan.
4.4.4  Investigate flooding solutions/concept options
at priority areas to inform adaptation pathway
planning at relevant locations and linked to
location specific pathways.
4.4.5  Develop regional scale Surf Management Plan
to inform implementation of a regional scale
sand sourcing and nourishment program.
4.4.6  Undertake rocky headland stability investigation
(geotechnical study and management
implications) at identified areas in the location
specific pathways.
4.4.7  Update the Intermittent Open and Closed Lakes
and Lagoons (ICOLL) management strategy.
4.4.8  Undertake canal estates and constructed
waterbodies waterfront levels of service
assessment (including walkable waterfronts)
to determine agreed levels of service and
implications for asset design, management and
flood impacts for areas identified in location
specific pathways.
4.4.9  Undertake investigation on canal estate
requirements for climate change adaptation
including stability and design requirements for
revetment walls.
 ndertake a feasibility study of mechanised
4.4.10 U
stormwater drainage solutions as an interim
strategy in support of urban transformation
and growth within the context of longer-term
adaptation pathways.
 evelop region wide approach and guidance
4.4.11 D
for integrating stormwater drainage and outfall
upgrades into concept design upgrades of
future coastal protection works in priority urban
coastal areas.
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Caloundra (Angie Bilic)

Moffat Beach (Image: Linda Ryan)
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6 Locality summaries

Adaptation pathways for 28 localties are summarised
in the following section. The pathways include a
collective package and sequencing of adaptation actions
for managing coastal hazards (erosion, tidal area
inundation, storm tide inundation) at relevant locations
along the coast.
These pathways are adaptive and may be subject to
change and actions will be subject to prioritisation across
all localities over time as part of ongoing implementation
and budget considerations.
Decision-making trigger points have been identified
that allow flexibility in adaptation planning. A trigger
point is a pre-determined point that is set to ‘trigger’ the
commencement of planning and implementation of an
adaptation option13.

13

Refer to QCoast2100 Minimum Standards and Guideline (LGAQ and DEHP 2016).
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6.1	Key issues across multiple
localities
In addition to the region-wide issues outlined in Section
5, the following critical issues span more than one
locality.

Bribie Island breakthrough
Bribie Island was built through processes of erosion
and sedimentation and has been subject to natural
coastal processes for thousands of years. The northern
section of the island has a long history of erosion and
it is part of the natural processes associated with the
area.
Changes in the location of the mouth of the
Pumicestone Passage area is a key indicator of this
volatility, with aerial photography indicating that, in the
1940’s, the mouth of the Pumicestone Passage was
opposite Golden Beach; well to the south of its current
location.
Based on analysis of coastal processes, a breakthrough
at the northern end of Bribie Island is likely to increase
the mean sea level and tidal range along the western
side of the Pumicestone Passage. The resulting
increase in sea level is expected to be similar to the
expected sea level rise for 2041 of approximately 0.2m.
A breakthrough at the northern end of Bribie Island
can be addressed by bringing forward the adaptation
required by 2041 for each locality on the Pumicestone
Passage (Localities 23 to 28).

Sea Turtle nesting
Sea turtles return to land to lay their eggs on beaches
around the world. The main species nesting on
Sunshine Coast beaches are the Loggerhead turtle
and Green turtle. The beaches of the Sunshine Coast
provide important nesting habitat.
Council and TurtleCare volunteers monitor sea turtle
nesting activity. Turtles are found across all of the
sandy beaches of the Sunshine Coast, but particularly
at Shelly, Buddina, Wurtulla, Bokarina, Warana,
Currimundi, Dicky and Moffat beaches.
It is important to understand and monitor sea turtle
nesting locations and behaviour before any works or
beach nourishment is undertaken. This will minimise the
risk of interfering with nests and promote successful
emergence of hatchlings.

Maroochy estuary and Blue Heart
Sunshine Coast management
Blue Heart Sunshine Coast is a floodplain area in
the Maroochy catchment that provides flood storage.
Preserving flood storage is critical to the ongoing flood
management of the catchment and in particular the
built environment.
There is an opportunity to harness the transition of
this land within the Blue Heart to an estuarine wetland
system over the next 80 years. This transition will impact
on Locality 7: Maroochy estuary and floodplain.
More information about the Blue Heart is available in
Section 4.4.

Pumicestone Passage
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Locality 1: Coolum
Coolum includes the open coast of Coolum Beach and
the coastal waterways and wetlands further inland,
including the Stumers Creek ICOLL (Figure 8). The
area includes parts of the Noosa National Park, high
ecological value wetlands and conservation reserves,
and residential areas of Coolum.
Existing vegetated dune systems span the open
coastline, narrowing towards the holiday park and surf
club towards the south. There is an existing seawall
structure in front of the surf club.
The Coolum foreshore is likely to be increasingly
exposed to open coast erosion into the future. Tidal
areas and areas prone to temporary storm tide
inundation may also expand up the Stumers Creek
estuary to the wetlands behind. Assets at risk include
public infrastructure in the foreshore area and limited
areas of the holiday park.

The present-day adaptation response for Coolum is
to continue to mitigate the coastal hazard risk and
begin preparations for additional hazard mitigation
and potential transition of the foreshore land use in the
erosion prone area.
The adaptation pathway includes a focus on protecting
and enhancing the existing natural coastal hazard
defences (the dune system), a review of the Stumers
Creek ICOLL management and a special area
adaptation plan for the Coolum foreshore to inform
potential transition steps (Table 14).
Review of the adaptation pathway will be ongoing and
guided by the outcome of present day actions and
relevant triggers. LGA-wide actions also apply where
relevant to this locality.

Figure 8: Coolum.
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Sea level
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Table 14: Coolum adaptation pathway.
0.2m

0.5m

0.8m

Present day

By 2041

By 2070

By 2100

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate/Transition*

Coolum
Enhance
adaptive
capacity

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:

Planning

As per region-wide actions as
applicable.

− Implement stewardship program/initiatives
− Encourage dune growth, revegetation, controlled access, monitoring.
As per region-wide actions as
applicable, including:

As per region-wide actions as
applicable.

Prepare a special area
adaptation plan for the Coolum
foreshore – informed by extent/
use of the foreshore land
and assets in the open coast
erosion hazard area (including
parts of the holiday park), and
alternatives for the future.
Scope transition steps (if
feasible).
Modifying
infrastructure

As per region-wide actions as applicable.

As per region-wide actions as
applicable, including:
Implement transition plan
for foreshore land use and
infrastructure, or alternative action
(linked to outcome of special area
planning process).

Coastal
management
and
engineering

Develop and implement updated
shoreline erosion management
planning.

Primary action: Undertake
dune protection and
enhancement.

Primary action: Undertake
dune protection and
enhancement.

Secondary action (if triggered
and feasible):

Confirm feasibility of sand
nourishment − linked to region
wide study.

Maintain existing seawall
(southern end of beach).

Review Stumers Creek ICOLL
management arrangements
– linked to region-wide ICOLL
strategy review.
Maintain existing seawall
(southern end of beach).

Triggers
and other
considerations

CHAS review triggers apply
(Section 7).
Sand source constraints may
limit nourishment feasiblity.

Undertake beach nourishment.

Alternative (if triggered):
Prepare concept designs for
sea wall upgrade and extension,
including connection/upgrade
to existing seawall (at SLSC),
consultation and necessary
approvals (if applicable) – linked
to outcome of special area plan
for foreshore.

Primary action: Undertake dune
protection and enhancement.
Secondary action (if triggered
and feasible):
Undertake beach nourishment.
Alternative (if triggered):
Seawall upgrade and extension, or
possible decommission (southern
end of beach) – linked to outcome
of special area plan.

CHAS review triggers apply (Section 7).
Alternative path − Sea wall upgrade/extension trigger defined with
concept design and approvals (e.g. erosion distance from assets).
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Locality 2: The Bays
The Bays includes the First, Second and Third Bays,
located between Point Perry and Point Arkwright (Figure
9). These bays include small sandy pocket beaches
and rocky headlands with a number of elevated coastal
footpaths, picnic areas and lookouts.
Current and future coastal hazard exposure is relatively
low for erosion and storm tide; however, the rocky
outcrops may be prone to weathering and geomorphic
changes over time. The concentration of overland
flow paths may also increase over time with increased
catchment runoff. There is relatively low risk to assets,
however the road and coastal access infrastructure may
be impacted by runoff and any geotechnical instabilities
over time.

The adaptation response for The Bays is to continue to
monitor coastal hazard risk.
The adaptation pathway includes a focus on assessing
geotechnical stability of the rocky outcrops and
headlands and reviewing stormwater runoff pathways
and drainage management (Table 15).
Review of the adaptation pathway will be ongoing,
guided by the outcomes of present-day actions and
relevant triggers. LGA-wide actions also apply where
relevant to this locality.

Figure 9: The Bays.
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Table 15: The Bays adaptation pathway.
0.2m
Present day

By 2041

0.5m
By 2070

0.8m
By 2100

The Bays
Monitor, maintain and prepare
Enhance
adaptive
capacity

As per region-wide actions as applicable.

Planning

As per region-wide actions as applicable.

Modifying
infrastructure

As per region-wide actions as applicable.

Coastal
management
and
engineering

Develop and implement updated
shoreline erosion management
planning.

Implement rocky headland and stormwater management actions
pending outcomes of relevant studies.

Undertake Council-led geotechnical
stability assessment (including
consultation with TMR).
Review stormwater runoff pathways/
concentration areas, and implications
for drainage management with
changing climate.
Undertake rocky headland stability
assessment to inform risk mitigation
– linked to region wide study with site
specific application for The Bays and
road/asset protection.

Triggers
and other
considerations

CHAS review triggers apply (Section 7).
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Locality 3: Yaroomba
Yaroomba includes the area from Point Arkwright to the
northern extent of Marcoola Beach (Figure 10).
The coastline includes an extensive stretch of open
sandy beach and dune system. The dune system
narrows around residential areas to the north (Yaroomba
Beach/Yinneburra St).
The sandy coastline may be increasingly exposed to
open coast erosion into the future. The dune system
provides a natural defence to erosion events and
protection and enhancement of the dunes is the primary
action for mitigating erosion. However, there may be a
need for some additional actions to assist with avoiding
or mitigating erosion by 2100 at the northern end of
the coast (Yaroomba Beach/Yinneburra St). At this part
of the shoreline, localised areas of public and private
assets may be at risk from erosion by 2100.

The present-day adaptation response for Yaroomba is
to continue to monitor coastal hazard risk and begin
preparations for additional hazard avoidance/mitigation
in the future.
The adaptation pathway includes a focus on protection
and maintenance of dunes, confirmation of land use
planning related matters (Yinneburra St), investigation
of beach nourishment feasibility under a shared funding
model and providing guidance to private land/asset
owners (Table 16).
Review of the adaptation pathway will be ongoing and
guided by the outcome of present day actions and
relevant triggers. LGA-wide actions also apply where
relevant to this locality.

Figure 10: Yaroomba.
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Table 16: Yaroomba adaptation pathway.
0.2m

0.5m

0.8m

Present day

By 2041

By 2070

By 2100

Monitor, maintain and prepare

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Yaroomba
Enhance
adaptive
capacity

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:

Planning

As per region-wide actions as
applicable, including:

− Implement stewardship program/initiatives.
− Encourage dune growth, revegetation, controlled access, monitoring.
As per region-wide actions as applicable.

Review planning provisions for
land use in open coast erosion
prone area at Yaroomba Beach/
Yinneburra Street. Confirm/
update planning provisions and
provide direction to land/asset
owners.
Review planning for coastal
pathway and ensure alignment is
situated as landward as possible
and designed and constructed
appropriately if sited in a hazard
prone area.
Modifying
infrastructure

As per region-wide actions as applicable.

Coastal
management
and
engineering

Develop and implement updated
shoreline erosion management
planning.
Primary action: Undertake dune
protection and enhancement,
including compliance.
Implement policy and
compliance measures for illegal
dune clearing.
Confirm feasibility of sand
nourishment − linked to region
wide study.
sustainable off-shore souces for
this section fo the coast.

Primary action: Undertake dune
protection and enhancement.

Primary action: Undertake dune
protection and enhancement.

Review and update open coast
erosion hazard lines.

Secondary action (if triggered
and feasible):

Secondary action (if triggered
and feasible):

Implement beach nourishment
and monitor effectivness.

Undertake beach nourishment
concept planning and
implementation to be completed
if cost effective in context of
region-wide program (link to
region wide benefit). Include
consideration of a shared cost
financing model for beneficiaries.

Alternative:
Assist private land/asset
owners to prepare to implement
protection in accord with
standards/guidance if triggered.

Alternative:
Provide standards/guidance
to private land/asset owners to
mitigate own risk in the future
(concept specifications for
protection works).
Triggers
and other
considerations

CHAS review triggers apply
(Section 7).

CHAS review triggers apply (Section 7).
Secondary action trigger − if 1% AEP event equals or exceeds expected
2041 erosion width.
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Locality 4: Mount Coolum to Marcoola
Mount Coolum to Marcoola includes the extent of
Yaroomba Beach to just south of the main Marcoola
Beach (Figure 11). The area includes the open sandy
shoreline, parts of Mount Coolum National Park,
adjacent coastal wetlands and residential areas of
Mount Coolum and Marcoola.
Existing vegetated dune systems span the open coastline,
narrowing towards the south at Marcoola Beach.
The sandy coastline may be increasingly exposed to
open coast erosion into the future. The dune system
provides a natural defence to erosion events and
protection and enhancement of the dunes is the primary
action for mitigating erosion. However, there may be a
need for some additional actions to assist with avoiding
or mitigating erosion by 2100 along the Marcoola Beach
foreshore. Across the foreshore area, a limited number
public assets including the surf club may be at risk from
erosion by 2100.
Low-lying areas may be increasingly exposed to
inundation from combined river-storm tide flooding

events. Tidal inundation may also increase through
drainage networks, wetlands and along the Maroochy
River floodplain. Low-lying urban areas may be at risk
from long term inundation hazards.
The present-day adaptation response for Mount Coolum
to Marcoola is to continue to monitor coastal hazard risk
and begin preparations for additional hazard mitigation
in the future.
The adaptation pathway includes a focus on protection
and maintenance of dunes, reviewing planning
provisions, resilient homes, drainage upgrades,
the feasibility of beach nourishment, a special area
adaptation plan for Marcoola foreshore assets (including
the SLSC) and a longer term adaptation pathway option
of additional protection to maintain road access if
viable (Table 17).
Review of the adaptation pathway will be ongoing and
guided by the outcome of present day actions and
relevant triggers. LGA-wide actions also apply where
relevant to this locality.

Figure 11: Mount Coolum to Marcoola.
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Table 17: Mount Coolum to Marcoola
adaptation pathway.
0.2m

0.5m

0.8m

Mount
Coolum to
Marcoola

Present day

By 2041

By 2070

By 2100

Monitor, maintain
and prepare

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Enhance
adaptive
capacity

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:
− Implement stewardship program/initiatives.
− Encourage dune growth, revegetation, controlled access, monitoring.
− Promote awareness of the updated State Erosion Prone Area.
− Raise community awareness and enhance social adaptive capacity for inundation hazards.

Planning

As per region-wide
actions as applicable,
including:
Review planning
provisions to enable
an option for long-term
raising of lot levels in
inundation prone coastal
urban areas.
Review supplementary
drainage options.

Modifying
infrastructure

As per region-wide actions as
applicable, including:

As per region-wide actions as
applicable, including:

Establish a timeline for raising lot/
floor levels in inundation prone
areas, and subsequent services
(including road) raising.

Review road access viability for
disaster management purposes.

Prepare a special area adaptation
plan for Marcoola foreshore
including options for relocation/
modification of foreshore assets
in the erosion prone area (surf
club, other assets).

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:
Resilient homes.

As per region-wide actions as
applicable, including:
Implement special area action
plan (surf club and foreshore
assets relocation/modification).
Implement drainage upgrades
(as per drainage strategy) and
road/services raising.

Coastal
management
and engineering

Develop and implement
updated shoreline
erosion management
planning.

Primary action: Undertake dune
protection and enhancement.

Primary action:
Undertake dune
protection and
enhancement.

Undertake beach nourishment

Secondary action (if triggered
and feasible):
Review hazard lines and success
of existing actions.

Confirm feasibility of
sand nourishment −
linked to region wide
study.

CHAS review triggers
apply (Section 7).

Primary action: Undertake
dune protection and
enhancement.
Secondary action (if
triggered): Undertake beach
nourishment.
Review success of existing
actions.
Alternative (if triggered):
 evelop concept design
- D
for buried seawall (aligned
to public access road) –
pending review of access
for disaster management
purposes).

Monitor southern end
of Marcoola Beach and
review site specific open
coast hazard lines.

Triggers
and other
considerations

As per region-wide
actions as applicable.

 R consider alternative
- O
transition plan.

As per region-wide
actions as applicable,
including:
Implement drainage
upgrades (as per
drainage strategy).

Primary action:
Undertake dune
protection and
enhancement.
Secondary action
(if triggered):
Undertake beach
nourishment.
Review success of
existing actions.
Alternative (if
triggered):
- Implement buried
seawall (aligned to
access road) and
nourishment.
- OR consider
alternative
transition plan.

CHAS review triggers apply (Section 7).
Develop proactive trigger points to assess nourishment effectiveness and inform adaptive
pathway review.
Alternative path − Seawall triggers may include – nourishment no longer achieves expected
levels of service, and concept design and approvals trigger reached (e.g. erosion distance
from assets).
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Locality 5: Marcoola to Mudjimba
Marcoola to Mudjimba extends from the southern extent
of Marcoola Beach to the start of the Twin Waters area
and the Maroochy River Conservation Park (Figure 12).
The area includes the Sunshine Coast Airport, North
Shore residential suburbs in the vicinity of the airport
and parts of the Maroochy River floodplain. Existing
vegetated dune systems span the open coastline.
The sandy coastline may be increasingly exposed to
open coast erosion into the future. The dune system
provides a natural defence to erosion events and
protection and enhancement of the dunes is the primary
action for mitigating erosion. However, there may be a
need for some additional actions to assist with avoiding
or mitigating erosion by 2100 at the Mudjimba Beach
foreshore. Across the foreshore area, a limited number
of public assets including the surf club may be at risk
from erosion by 2100.
Low-lying areas may be increasingly exposed to
inundation from storm tide as well as combined river-

storm tide flooding events. Tidal inundation may also
increase through drainage networks, wetlands and
along the Maroochy River floodplain. Low-lying urban
areas may be at risk from long term inundation hazards.
The present-day adaptation response for Marcoola to
Mudjimba is to continue to monitor coastal hazard risk
and begin preparations for additional hazard mitigation
in the future.
The adaptation pathway includes a focus on dune
protection and enhancement, reviewing planning
controls, resilient homes, drainage, the feasibility of
beach nourishment and a special area adaptation plan
for Mudjimba foreshore assets (including the SLSC) and
a longer term adaptation pathway option of additional
protection for the access road (Table 18).
Review of the adaptation pathway will be ongoing and
guided by the outcome of present day actions and
relevant triggers. LGA-wide actions also apply where
relevant to this locality.

Figure 12: Marcoola to Mudjimba.
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Table 18: Marcoola to Mudjimba adaptation pathway.
0.2m
Marcoola
to
Mudjimba
Enhance
adaptive
capacity

Planning

Coastal
management
and
engineering

By 2041

By 2070

By 2100

Monitor, maintain and
prepare

Monitor,
maintain and
prepare

Mitigate

Mitigate

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:
-

Implement stewardship program/initiatives.
Encourage dune growth, revegetation, controlled access, monitoring.
Raise community awareness and enhance social adaptive capacity for inundation hazards.

As per region-wide actions
as applicable, including:

As per regionwide actions
as applicable,
including:
Establish a
timeline for
raising lot/
floor levels
in inundation
prone areas,
and subsequent
services
(including road)
raising.

As per region-wide actions as applicable,
including:

As per region-wide actions
as applicable.

Review access road viability for disaster
management purposes.

As per region-wide actions as applicable,
including:

As per region-wide actions as applicable,
including:

As per region-wide actions
as applicable, including:

Resilient homes.

Implement special area action plan (surf club
and foreshore assets relocation/modification).
Implement drainage upgrades (as per
drainage strategy) and road/services raising.

Implement drainage
upgrades (as per drainage
strategy).

Primary action: Undertake dune protection
and enhancement.

Primary action:
Undertake dune protection
and enhancement.

Develop and implement
updated shoreline erosion
management planning.
Primary action: Undertake
dune protection and
enhancement.
Confirm feasibility of sand
nourishment − linked to
region wide study.

Primary action:
Undertake dune
protection and
enhancement.

Secondary action (if triggered and
feasible): Undertake beach nourishment.
Review success of existing actions.
Alternative (preparation): Review hazard
predictions, review adaptation pathway and
need for:
- Develop concept design for buried seawall
(aligned to public access road – pending
review of access for disaster management
purposes).
- OR consider alternative transition plan.

Triggers
and other
considerations

0.8m

Present day

Review planning provisions
to enable an option for longterm raising of lot levels in
inundation prone coastal
urban areas.
Review supplementary
drainage options.
Prepare a special area
adaptation plan for Mudjimba
foreshore including options
for relocation/modification
of foreshore assets in the
erosion prone area (surf
club, other assets).
Modifying
infrastructure

0.5m

CHAS review triggers apply
(Section 7).

Secondary (if triggered):
Undertake beach
nourishment.
Review success of
existing actions.
Alternative (if triggered):
- Implement buried
seawall (aligned to
access road) and
nourishment.
- O
 R alternative transition
plan.

CHAS review triggers apply (Section 7).
If erosion reaches the 2070 trigger level, provide notification to private asset/resort owners on
the need for preparation for hazard avoidance or mitigation.
Develop proactive trigger points to assess nourishment effectiveness and inform adaptive
pathway review.
Alternative path – Seawall construction triggers may include the following: nourishment no
longer achieves expected levels of service, and concept design and approvals trigger reached
(e.g. erosion distance from assets).
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Locality 6: Twin Waters and Pacific Paradise
Twin Waters and Pacific Paradise includes the open coast
area of Twin Waters Beach towards the Maroochy estuary
mouth and the estuary floodplain residential areas of Twin
Waters and Pacific Paradise and adjacent areas (Figure
13). This area also includes several conservation areas of
the Maroochy River Conservation Park.
The coastal zone includes an extensive stretch of open
sandy beach and dune system, as well as low-lying
floodplain areas and canal estates.
The sandy coastline may be increasingly exposed to
open coast erosion into the future. The dune system
provides a natural defence to erosion events and
protection and enhancement of the dunes is the
primary action for mitigating erosion. There is a short
section of North Shore Road that is within the 2070
erosion prone area. This should be monitored over time
and considered in future shoreline erosion management
planning.
Further south, the carpark, toilet and shower facilities
are located on the spit, which is mapped as erosion
prone due to potential instability of the river entrance.
There is a significant buffer however this should be
monitored and considered further by shoreline erosion

management planning. With ongoing dune protection, it
is unlikely that additional investment in erosion mitigation
will be required prior to 2100.
Low-lying areas may be increasingly exposed to
inundation from storm tide as well as combined riverstorm tide flooding events. Tidal inundation may also
increase through drainage networks, wetlands and
along the Maroochy River floodplain. Low-lying urban
areas may be at risk from long-term inundation hazards.
The present-day adaptation response for Twin Waters
and Pacific Paradise is to continue to monitor coastal
hazard risk and begin preparations for additional hazard
mitigation in the future.
The adaptation pathway includes a focus on protection
and maintenance of dunes, reviewing planning controls,
resilient homes, drainage upgrades, and preparation
for longer-term beach nourishment if feasible/needed
(Table 19).
Review of the adaptation pathway will be ongoing and
guided by the outcome of present day actions relevant
triggers. LGA-wide actions also apply where relevant to
this locality.

Figure 13: Twin Waters and Pacific Paradise.
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Table 19: Twin Waters and Pacific Paradise adaptation pathway.

Sea level
rise projections

0.2m
Twin Waters
and Pacific
Paradise
Enhance
adaptive
capacity

Planning

By 2041

By 2070

By 2100

Monitor, maintain and
prepare

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:
-

Implement stewardship program/initiatives.

-

Encourage dune growth, revegetation, controlled access, monitoring.

-

Raise community awareness and enhance social adaptive capacity for inundation hazards.

As per region-wide actions
as applicable, including:

Review supplementary
drainage options.

As per regionwide actions
as applicable,
including:

As per region-wide actions as applicable.

Establish a timeline
for raising lot/floor
levels in inundation
prone areas,
and subsequent
services (including
road) raising.

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:
Resilient homes.

As per region-wide actions as
applicable, including:
Implement drainage upgrades
(as per drainage planning
studies) and road/services
raising.

Coastal
management
and
engineering

Develop and implement
updated shoreline erosion
management planning.
Primary action:
Undertake dune protection
and enhancement.
Canal and constructed
lake estates: Review
walkable waterfront level of
service and management
implications – linked to
regional scale action.

Primary action:
Undertake dune
protection and
enhancement.
Review risk to North
Shore Road to
determine need for
shoreline erosion
management
planning.

Consider carpark and
facilities in shoreline
erosion management
planning.
Other
considerations

0.8m

Present day

Review planning provisions
to enable an option for
long-term raising of lot
levels in inundation prone
coastal urban areas.

Modifying
infrastructure

0.5m

Primary action: Undertake
dune protection and
enhancement.
Implement risk management
for North Shore Road in
shoreline erosion management
planning, if required.
Confirm feasibility of sand
nourishment − linked to region
wide study.

As per regionwide actions
as applicable,
including:
Implement
drainage
upgrades (as per
drainage strategy.
Primary action:
Undertake dune
protection and
enhancement.
Secondary action
(if triggered and
feasible):
Undertake beach
nourishment.

Canal and constructed
lake waterfront inundation
mitigation as per outcomes of
review.

CHAS review triggers apply (Section 7).
Potential nourishment trigger – exceedance of 2041 hazard line (for 1% AEP) or similar.

CHAS review
triggers apply
(Section 7).
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Locality 7: Maroochy estuary and floodplain
The Maroochy estuary and floodplain includes the
river channel, estuary area and Chambers Island, the
adjacent floodplain to the south (Bradman Avenue/
Maroochydore, Maroochy Waters canal estate) as
well as the floodplain area extending inland and north
for several kilometres to Yandina Creek (Figure 14).
Twin Waters and Pacific Paradise are also part of the
floodplain; however, they are addressed as a separate
area (Locality 6).
The area includes the Maroochy River Conservation
Park, Maroochy Wetlands, Coolum Creek Conservation
Park and various other conservation and protected
areas, as well as residential areas associated with
Maroochydore and rural dwellings. The Maroochy flood
storage preservation area covers a substantial area of
the floodplain.
Existing structural erosion and inundation mitigation
works are present along the southern shore of the
estuary including revetments and river groynes; however
the northern shore remains largely natural.
Both developed and undeveloped areas of the estuary
and floodplain are likely to be increasingly exposed to

tidal and storm tide inundation and coincident flooding
in the future. Low-lying urban areas may be at risk from
long-term inundation hazards.
The present-day adaptation response for the Maroochy
estuary and floodplain is to mitigate coastal hazard risk
and to prepare and begin a transition process for land
use in specific areas.
The adaptation pathway includes a focus on maintaining
the natural north shore for the estuary, upgrading
existing revetments and groynes on the south shore,
resilient housing, reviewing planning controls, drainage
upgrades and transition planning and implementation
(Chambers Island, Blue Heart) (Table 20). An
investigation into ecosystem needs and adaptation
requirements is also proposed to underpin ongoing
adaptation pathway review and ensure a thriving
estuary system into the future.
Review of the adaptation pathway will be ongoing and
guided by the outcome of present day actions and
relevant triggers. LGA-wide actions also apply where
relevant to this locality.

Figure 14: Maroochy estuary (left) and
broader floodplain (right).
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Table 20: Maroochy estuary and floodplain adaptation pathway.
0.2m
Maroochy
estuary
and
floodplain

By 2041

By 2070

By 2100

Mitigate

Mitigate/
Transition*

Mitigate/
Transition*

Mitigate/
Transition*

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:

Planning

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:
In developed areas (Maroochydore, Bradman Ave, Maroochy
Waters):
- R
 eview planning provisions to enable an option for long-term
raising of lot levels in inundation prone coastal urban areas.
- R
 eview supplementary drainage options.
- R
 eview land use zoning options linked to facilitating improved
adaptation and drainage outcomes.
In undeveloped areas:
Review planning provisions to enable transition planning/
consider appropriate land use in tidal areas (HAT), and ensure
adequate flood storage and flow paths.
Chambers Island transition plan:
Develop a special area adaptation plan for Chambers Island,
with transition steps including relocation of assets.
Maroochy flood storage preservation area and Blue Heart
Transition plan:
Develop a special area adaptation plan for the long-term
transition of inundation prone agricultural areas to wetland
ecosystem services.
As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:

Coastal
management
and
engineering

Triggers
and other
considerations

0.8m

Present day

Enhance
adaptive
capacity

Modifying
infrastructure

0.5m

-

Implement stewardship program/initiatives.
Maintain a thriving estuary system.
Raise community awareness and enhance social adaptive capacity for inundation hazards.

Resilient homes.

Develop and implement updated shoreline erosion
management planning − maintain existing arrangements,
preserve the natural north shore.
Undertake river groyne maintenance and wall renewal as
planned in SEMP.
Undertake asset upgrades to account for design specifications
suitable for climate adaptation where applicable.
Investigate and map ecosystem adaptation opportunities for
estuary and floodplain – identify priority areas for enabling
natural ecosystem migration/adaptation on the Maroochy
floodplain, including appreciation of changing salinity from tidal
inundation, coastal salt marsh and other sensitive natural assets
– linked to regional scale studies.
CHAS review triggers apply (Section 7).

As per region-wide
actions as applicable,
including:
In developed areas:
Establish a timeline for
raising lot/floor levels
in inundation prone
areas, and subsequent
services (including
road) raising.
Undertake a feasibility
study to enhance
stormwater detention
(land availability).

As per regionwide actions
as applicable,
including:

As per regionwide actions
as applicable.

Review disaster
management
arrangements for
inundation prone
sporting fields and
low-lying caravan
park areas west
of the highway −
maintain access.

As per regionAs per regionAs per region-wide
wide actions
wide actions
actions as applicable,
as applicable,
as applicable,
including:
including:
including:
Implement Chambers
Implement
Implement
Island transition
drainage upgrades drainage
and relocation/
upgrades (as
(as per drainage
decomissioning of
per drainage
planning studies)
infrastructure.
strategy).
and road/services
Implement first steps
raising.
Continue
of long-term Blue
next steps of
Continue next
Heart transition and
associated changes to steps of Blue Heart Blue Heart
transition.
floodplain infrastructure. transition.
Design and implement associated engineering works to
support transition plans.

* Transition applies to limited areas
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Locality 8: Maroochy River mouth to Cotton Tree
The Maroochy River mouth to Cotton Tree includes the
southern estuary shoreline along The Esplanade, Cotton
Tree Beach and holiday park, around to the start of
Maroochydore Beach (Figure 15).
The sandy shoreline is in a dynamic zone at the estuary
mouth. Existing structures are in place to manage
shoreline position and mitigate erosion, including
groynes and seawalls.
This area is likely to be increasingly exposed to open
coast erosion and tidal and storm tide inundation into
the future. Across the foreshore area, a limited number
of public assets including beach access and recreation
infrastructure and private assets including parts of the
holiday park, may be at risk from erosion and inundation
by 2100.

The present-day adaptation response for Maroochy
River mouth – Cotton Tree is to continue to mitigate
coastal hazard risk and begin preparations for
additional hazard mitigation and potential land use
transition for some areas.
The adaptation pathway includes a focus on protection
and maintenance of dunes, upgrade of the geo-bag
groynes and seawall (underway), nourishment and a
special area adaptation plan to consider potential land
use transition for parts of the Cotton Tree foreshore
(Table 21).
Review of the adaptation pathway will be ongoing and
guided by the outcome of present day actions and
relevant triggers. LGA-wide actions also apply where
relevant to this locality.

Figure 15: Maroochy River mouth to Cotton Tree.
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Table 21: Maroochy River mouth to Cotton Tree adaptation pathway.
0.2m
Maroochy
Present day
River mouth to
Mitigate
Cotton Tree

0.5m

0.8m

By 2041

By 2070

By 2100

Mitigate

Mitigate/Transition*

Mitigate/Transition*

Enhance
adaptive
capacity

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:

Planning

As per region-wide actions
as applicable.

-

Implement stewardship program/initiatives.

-

Encourage dune growth, revegetation, controlled access, monitoring.
As per region-wide
actions as applicable,
including:

As per region-wide actions as applicable.

Prepare a special area
adaptation plan for the
Cotton Tree foreshore –
informed by extent/use
of the foreshore land
and assets in the open
coast erosion hazard
area (including parts of
the holiday park), and
alternatives for the future.
Scope transition steps (if
feasible) – also linked to
actions for Maroochydore
Beach.
Modifying
infrastructure

As per region-wide actions as applicable.

Coastal
management and
engineering

Develop and implement
updated shoreline erosion
management planning.

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:
Implement transition steps for foreshore landuse and
infrastructure, or alternative action (linked to outcome
of special area planning process).

Protect and preserve
natural barrier spit coastal
processes.
Primary action:
Undertake dune protection
and enhancement.

Primary action:

Primary action:

Primary action:

Undertake dune
protection and
enhancement.

Undertake dune
protection and
enhancement.

Undertake dune
protection and
enhancement.

Secondary action:

Secondary action:

Secondary action:

- Undertake nourishment

Undertake nourishment.

Undertake nourishment

 aintain geo-bag
- M
groyne and seawall.

Review long-term
arrangements for geobag groyne and seawall
infrastructure in context
of transition steps (if
applicable).

Undertake supporting
actions for transition steps
or an alternative pathway.

Complete the upgrade of
the Maroochy geo-bag
groynes and sea wall.
Investigate and confirm
nourishment feasibility and
concept design (linked
to region wide study and
actions for adjacent beach
units).

Upgrade or
de-commission Cotton
Tree groynes and seawall
subject to transition steps.

Secondary action:
 ndertake nourishment.
- U
Triggers
and other
considerations

CHAS review triggers apply (Section 7).

* Transition applies to limited areas
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Locality 9: Maroochydore Beach
Maroochydore Beach includes Maroochy River mouth to
the start of Alexandra Headland Beach (Figure 16).

Existing preparations are in place for a nourishment
program and a last line of defence seawall if triggered.

Maroochydore Beach is a focal point for beach related
recreation, tourism, and surf lifesaving culture, with
significant recreation and economic value.

The present-day adaptation response for Maroochydore
Beach is to continue to mitigate coastal hazard risk and
beginning preparations for additional hazard mitigation
into the future.

Dune systems span the majority of the coastline,
providing important natural protection from erosion
events. Beach nourishment has also been undertaken in
recent years.
This section of the coast is likely to be increasingly
prone to open coast erosion in the future. Assets that
may be at risk include public foreshore infrastructure,
the surf club, the main road, some private assets and
the natural sandy beach and dune system.

The adaptation pathway includes a focus on protecting
and enhancing dunes, confirming and implementing a
nourishment program and reviewing the design for a
last line of defence buried seawall (Table 22).
Review of the adaptation pathway will be ongoing and
guided by the outcome of present day actions and
relevant triggers. LGA-wide actions also apply where
relevant to this locality.

Figure 16: Maroochydore Beach.
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Table 22: Maroochydore Beach adaptation pathway.
0.2m

0.5m

0.8m

Maroochydore
Beach

Present day

By 2041

By 2070

By 2100

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate/Transition*

Mitigate/Transition*

Enhance
adaptive
capacity

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:

Planning

-

Implement stewardship program/initiatives.

-

Encourage dune growth, revegetation, controlled access, monitoring.

-

Promote awareness of coastal hazards and natural processes, including the role of the dunes.

-

Enhance adaptive capacity in the context of signficant recreational and commercial values.

As per region-wide
actions as applicable,
including:

As per region-wide actions as applicable.

Review approval
conditions for seawall
alignment associated
with last line of defence
option, with the alignment
being as landward as
possible.
Modifying
infrastructure

As per region wide actions as applicable
Consult with TMR on future infrastructure plans.

As per region wide actions as applicable, including:
Infrastructure modifications if seawall is triggered.

Coastal
management
and engineering

Develop and implement updated shoreline erosion
management planning.

Primary action: Undertake dune protection and
enhancement

Primary action: Undertake dune protection and
enhancement.

Secondary (if triggered):

Confirm and secure sand source arrangements for
nourishment program (linked to region wide study).
Pilot nourishment scheme: Confirm design and
trial implementation of nourishment, and explore
aggressive nourishment program through shoreline
erosion management planning.
Investigate nourishment impacts on surf break to
inform nourishment program – linked into broader
regional scale Surf Management Plan.

Undertake nourishment.
Review hazard lines and success of existing actions.
Alternative (if triggered):
Buried seawall and nourishment.
Prior to implementing hybrid nourishment-seawall
option, review alternatives and design in context of
regional surf break study.

Prior to construction commencing or final approvals
review last line of defence component of hybrid
(nourishment-seawall) option − review alignment of
seawall between the Alex skate park and Maroochy
SLSC, and triggers to enable proactive management.
CHAS review triggers apply (Section 7).
Triggers
and other
considerations

CHAS review triggers apply (Section 7).

Establish specific triggers as part of the seawall
alignment review that enables proactive management
and adjustment to nourishment program and seeks to
avoid an emergency works response.
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Locality 10: Alexandra Headland Beach
Alexandra Headland Beach includes Maroochydore
Beach to the Alexandra Headland bluff and includes
the Alexandra Headland Surf Life Saving Club, Alex
Skate Park and adjacent foreshore areas (Figure 17).
Alexandra Headland, like Maroochydore Beach, is a
focal point for beach related recreation and tourism.
The shoreline is open sandy coastline with a relatively
narrow dune system backed by Alexandra Parade. A
seawall extends along a limited section of the foreshore
in front of the surf club and skate park.
This section of the coast is likely to be increasingly
prone to open coast erosion in the future. Assets that
may be at risk include public foreshore infrastructure,
the main road, some private assets and the natural
sandy beach and dune system.

The present-day adaptation response for Alexandra
Headland Beach is to continue to mitigate coastal
hazard risk and begin preparations for additional hazard
mitigation in the future.
The adaptation pathway includes a focus on
protecting and enhancing dunes, maintaining existing
protection works, and confirming the feasibility of
beach nourishment and a last line of defence seawall
(extension of Maroochydore Beach actions), including
investigating the extension of the sand nourishment
pipeline (Table 23).
Review of the adaptation pathway will be ongoing and
guided by the outcome of present day actions and
relevant triggers. LGA-wide actions also apply where
relevant to this locality.

Figure 17: Alexandra Headland Beach.
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Table 23: Alexandra Headland Beach adaptation pathway.
0.2m

0.5m

0.8m

Alexandra
Headland
Beach

Present day

By 2041

By 2070

By 2100

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Enhance
adaptive
capacity

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:

Planning

-

Implement stewardship program/initiatives.

-

Encourage dune growth, revegetation, controlled access, monitoring.

-

Promote awareness of coastal hazards and natural processes, including the role of the dunes.

-

Enhance adaptive capacity in the context of signficant recreational and commercial values.

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:
Review existing approval conditions for seawall alignment associated with last line of defence option − seek
opportunities for the most landward alignment in accordance with updated hazard extents.

Modifying
infrastructure

As per region wide actions as applicable, including:
Infrastructure modifications if new seawall is triggered
Consult with TMR on future infrastructure plans.

Coastal
management
and engineering

Develop and implement updated shoreline erosion
management planning.

Primary action: Undertake dune protection and
enhancement.

Primary action: Undertake dune protection and
enhancement.

Secondary (if triggered): Undertake nourishment

Maintain existing seawall as per SEMP actions.
Confirm and secure sand source arrangements for
nourishment program (linked to region wide study).
Investigate temporary or permanent extension of sand
nourishment pipeline.

Alternative (if triggered):
Hybrid seawall and nourishment program
(nourishment linked with Maroochy Beach actions).
Prior to implementing hybrid nourishment-seawall
option, review alternatives and design in context of
regional surf break study.

Prior to construction commencing or final approvals
review last line of defence component of hybrid
(nourishment-seawall) option − review alignment of
seawall between the Alex skate park and Maroochy
SLSC, and triggers to enable proactive management.
CHAS review triggers apply (Section 7).
Triggers
and other
considerations

Establish specific triggers as part of seawall alignment review that enables proactive management and
adjustment to nourishment program and seeks to avoid an emergency works response.
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Locality 11: Alexandra Headland bluff to Mooloolaba Beach
Alexandra Headland bluff to Mooloolaba Beach
includes the elevated rocky headland and the shore
platform features between Alexandra Headland Beach
and Mooloolaba Beach north (Figure 18). The headland
includes a number of coastal paths, viewing points and
recreational assets. A seawall is present at Alex corner
where the rocky headland transitions to the sandy
beach area.
Current and future coastal hazard exposure is relatively
low for erosion and storm tide; however, the rocky
outcrops may be prone to weathering and geomorphic
changes over time. Assets that may be at risk if
impacted by geomorphic changes include the coastal
path and lookouts and amenity assets.

The present-day adaptation response for Alexandra
Headland bluff to Mooloolaba Beach is to continue to
monitor the coastal hazard risk.
The adaptation pathway includes a focus on assessing
geotechnical stability of the rocky outcrops and
headlands (Table 24).
Review of the adaptation pathway will be ongoing,
guided by the outcomes of present-day actions and
relevant triggers. LGA-wide actions also apply where
relevant to this locality.

Figure 18: Alexandra Headland bluff to Mooloolaba Beach.
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Table 24: Alexandra Headland bluff to Mooloolaba Beach
adaptation pathway.
0.2m
Alexandra
Present day
Headland bluff
to Mooloolaba Monitor, maintain and
prepare
Beach

0.5m

0.8m

By 2041

By 2070

By 2100

Monitor, maintain
and prepare

Monitor, maintain
and prepare

Monitor, maintain
and prepare

Enhance
adaptive
capacity

As per region-wide actions as applicable.

Planning

As per region-wide actions as applicable.

Modifying
infrastructure

As per region-wide actions as applicable.

Coastal
management
and engineering

Develop and implement updated shoreline erosion
management planning.

Triggers
and other
considerations

CHAS review triggers apply (Section 7).

Implement rocky headland management actions
pending outcomes of the stability investigation.

Undertake rocky headland stability investigation
(linked to region wide study) and implications for
management.
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Locality 12: Mooloolaba Beach north
Mooloolaba Beach north includes Mooloolaba Beach
from the rock outcrops at Beach Terrace to the start of
Mooloolaba spit beach. This area includes the surf club
and recreational beach and foreshore assets (Figure
19). The area is one of the focal points for tourism and
beach related recreation.
Existing areas of dunes and vegetation provide
a natural defence to erosion events, however, are
diminished or absent in high foot-traffic areas. Seawalls
are present in front of the surf club and adjacent
foreshore area, and beach nourishment has also been
undertaken in this area.
The beach may be increasingly exposed to open coast
erosion into the future. Assets that may be at risk if
mitigation actions are not maintained or upgraded
include the public foreshore infrastructure, the access
road, some private assets and the sandy beach.

The present-day adaptation response for Mooloolaba
Beach north is to continue to mitigate coastal hazard
risk and prepare for additional hazard mitigation in the
future.
The adaptation pathway includes a focus on special
area adaptation planning (linked to ‘Mooloolaba
Foreshore Revitalisation Project’) to inform seawall
upgrades and connections and confirming the feasibility
of a sand nourishment pipeline extension and an
ongoing nourishment program (Table 25).
Review of the adaptation pathway will be ongoing and
guided by the outcome of present day actions and
relevant triggers. LGA-wide actions also apply where
relevant to this locality.

Figure 19: Mooloolaba Beach north.
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Table 25: Mooloolaba Beach north adaptation pathway.
0.2m
Mooloolaba
Beach north
Enhance
adaptive
capacity

Planning

0.5m

0.8m

Present day

By 2041

By 2070

By 2100

Monitor, maintain and
prepare

Monitor, maintain and
prepare

Monitor, maintain and
prepare

Monitor, maintain
and prepare

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:
-

Implement stewardship program/initiatives.

-

Encourage dune growth, revegetation, controlled access, monitoring.

-

Promote awareness of coastal hazards and natural processes, including the role of the dunes.

-

Enhance adaptive capacity in the context of signficant recreational and commercial values.

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:

As per region-wide actions as applicable.

Develop special area adaptation plan to inform upgrade
and connections of seawalls and foreshore infrastructure
– linked to ‘ Mooloolaba Foreshore Revitalisation Project’.
Modifying
infrastructure

As per region wide actions as applicable.

As per region wide actions as applicable, including:
Foreshore infrastructure modifications linked to
seawall upgrades.

Coastal
management
and engineering

Develop and implement updated shoreline erosion
management planning.

Primary action: Implement hybrid seawall and
nourishment.

Primary action: Implement hybrid seawall and sand
nourishment.

Upgrade informal seawall extents, maintain seawall
infrastructure.

Develop concept designs for upgrading informal seawall
extents, and connections required between existing
seawalls (linked to special area adaptation plan).

Extend nourishment pipeline from sourthern main
beach to main beach north.
Implement nourishment program.

Confirm and secure sand source arrangements for
nourishment program (linked to region wide study).
Develop concept designs for sand nourishment pipeline
extension, and nourishment program.

Triggers
and other
considerations

CHAS review triggers apply (Section 7).
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Locality 13: Mooloolaba Beach spit and Mooloolah River floodplain
Mooloolaba Beach spit and the Mooloolah River
floodplain include the foreshore areas along the spit and
the floodplain areas of the Mooloolah estuary including
residential areas and canal/constructed lake estates
across Mooloolaba, Minyama, Buddina and Parrearra
(Figure 20). Similar to Mooloolaba north, this area is
one of the focal points for tourism and beach related
recreation.
The shoreline along the spit has existing vegetated
dunes and sections of additional structural protection
works including buried seawalls. Alignment training
(rock groynes) maintains a fixed opening for the
Mooloolah River and dredged sand from the entrance
is used to nourish the spit beach. Revetment walls
are present along the canal/constructed lake estate
waterfront areas.
The spit beach may be increasingly exposed to open
coast erosion into the future. Assets that may be at risk
if mitigation actions are not maintained or upgraded
include the public foreshore infrastructure, the access
road, some private assets and the sandy beach.

Low-lying areas of the Mooloolah River floodplain and
canal systems may also be increasingly exposed to
tidal, storm tide and coincident flooding in the future.
Low-lying urban areas may be at risk from long term
inundation hazards.
The present-day adaptation response for Mooloolaba
Beach spit and Mooloolah River floodplain is to
continue to mitigate coastal hazard risk and prepare for
additional hazard mitigation in the future.
The adaptation pathway includes a focus on special
area adaptation planning (linked to ‘Placemaking
Mooloolaba’) to inform seawall upgrades and
connections, nourishment, resilient housing, reviewing
planning controls and a feasibility study for an
alternative tidal barrier option (Table 26).
Review of the adaptation pathway will be ongoing and
guided by the outcome of present day actions and
relevant triggers. LGA-wide actions also apply where
relevant to this locality.

Figure 20: Mooloolaba Beach spit
and Mooloolah River floodplain.
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Table 26: Mooloolaba Beach spit and Mooloolah River
floodplain adaptation pathway.
0.2m
Mooloolaba
Present day
Beach spit
and Mooloolah
Mitigate
River
floodplain
Enhance
adaptive
capacity

Planning

0.5m

0.8m

By 2041

By 2070

By 2100

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:
-

Implement stewardship program/initiatives.

-

Encourage dune growth, revegetation, controlled access, monitoring.

-

Raise community awareness and enhance social adaptive capacity for inundation hazards.

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:

Develop special area adaptation plan to inform
upgrade and connections of seawalls and foreshore
infrastructure – linked to ‘Mooloolaba Foreshore
Revitalisation Project’.

Establish a timeline for raising lot/floor levels in
inundation prone areas, and subsequent services
(including road) raising.

Review planning provisions to enable an option for
long-term raising of lot levels in inundation prone
coastal urban areas.
Review supplementary drainage options.
Canal/constructed lakes estates: Review walkable
waterfront levels of service (linked to region wide
study) and management implications.
Modifying
infrastructure

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:
Resilient homes.

As per region wide
actions as applicable.

As per region-wide
actions as applicable,
including:
Implement drainage
upgrades (as per
drainage strategy) and
road/services raising.

Coastal
management
and engineering

Primary action: : Implement hybrid seawall and
nourishment, with dune protection and maintenance
along the spit.

Primary action: Implement hybrid seawall and
nourishment, with dune protection and maintenance
along the spit.

Develop concept designs for upgrading informal
seawall extents, and connections required between
existing seawalls (linked to special area adaptation
plan).

Upgrade informal seawall extents, maintain seawall
infrastructure.

Confirm and secure sand source arrangements for
nourishment program (linked to region wide study).

Implement nourishment program.
Develop concept scoping/design for tidal gate/barrier
option (if feasible).

Undertake a feasibility study for a tidal gate/barrier
option for Mooloolah River estuary – including
positioning (main vs canals only), social, economic
and environmental constraints, liabilities and flood
storage considerations, consultation with State
Government and key stakeholders.
Triggers
and other
considerations

CHAS review triggers apply (Section 7).
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Locality 14: Point Cartwright to Kawana Beach
Point Cartwright to Kawana Beach includes the sandy
open coast areas of Buddina Beach, south to Kawana
and including the Kawana Surf Club (Figure 21).
Existing vegetated dunes span the shoreline and the
beach is an important sea turtle nesting location for the
region.
The sandy coastline may be increasingly exposed to
open coast erosion into the future. The dune system
provides a natural defence to erosion events and
protection and enhancement of the dunes is the primary
action for mitigating erosion. However, there may be a
need for some additional actions to assist with avoiding
or mitigating erosion by 2100. Across the foreshore area,
a limited number of public assets including the surf club,
the public access road (Pacific Boulevard) and some
private assets, may be at risk from erosion by 2100.

The present-day adaptation response for Point
Cartwright to Kawana Beach is to continue to mitigate
coastal hazard risk and prepare for additional hazard
mitigation in the future.
The adaptation pathway includes a focus on protection
and maintenance of dunes, nourishment, a special area
adaptation plan for Kawana foreshore assets (including
SLSC and car park) and a longer term pathway option
of additional protection for the access road (Pacific
Boulevard) (Table 27).
Review of the adaptation pathway will be ongoing and
guided by the outcome of present day actions and
relevant triggers. LGA-wide actions also apply where
relevant to this locality.

Figure 21: Point Cartwright to Kawana Beach.
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Table 27: Point Cartwright to Kawana Beach adaptation pathway.
0.2m

0.5m

0.8m

Point
Cartwright to
Kawana

Present day

By 2041

By 2070

By 2100

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Enhance
adaptive
capacity

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:

Planning

-

Implement stewardship program/initiatives.

-

Encourage dune growth, revegetation, controlled access, monitoring.

-

Promote awareness on role of the vegetated dune system.

As per region-wide
actions as applicable.

As per region-wide actions
as applicable, including:

Prepare a special
area adaptation plan
for Kawana foreshore
including options for
relocation/modification
of foreshore assets in
the erosion prone area
(surf club, car park, other
public assets).

Review access road
viability for disaster
management purposes.

Modifying
infrastructure

As per region wide actions as applicable.

Coastal
management
and engineering

Develop and implement
updated shoreline
erosion management
planning.

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:
Implement special area action plan (surf club and
foreshore assets relocation/modification).

Primary action:
Undertake dune
protection and
enhancement.
Confirm feasibility of
sand nourishment −
linked to region wide
study.
To investigate underlying
rock at Point Cartwright
Beach near car park to
inform understanding of
potential breakthrough
risk and management
opportunities.

Triggers
and other
considerations

As per region-wide actions as applicable.

CHAS review triggers
apply (Section 7).
Potential nourishment
trigger – exceedance of
2041 hazard line (for 1%
AEP) or similar.

Primary action: Undertake
dune protection and
enhancement.

Primary action: Dune protection and enhancement.

Secondary (if triggered):
Undertake beach
nourishment.

Review hazard lines and success of existing actions.

Review hazard lines
and success of existing
actions.

-	implement buried seawall (aligned to access
road) and nourishment.

Secondary (if triggered): Undertake beach
nourishment.
Alternative (if triggered):

-

OR alternative transition plan.

Alternative (preparation):
Review hazard predictions,
review adaptation pathway
and need for:
- the development of a
concept design for a
buried seawall (aligned
to Pacific Blvd access
road).
 R consider an
- O
alternative transition
plan.
CHAS review triggers apply (Section 7).
Establish specific triggers as part of seawall concept design preparation that
enables proactive management and adjustment to nourishment program and
seeks to avoid an emergency works response.
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Locality 15: Warana, Bokarina and Wurtulla Beaches
Warana, Bokarina and Wurtulla Beaches include the
sandy open coast from south of Kawana Surf Club
to the northern side of the Currimundi Lake entrance
(Figure 22) and residential areas west of the dune.
Extensive vegetated dune systems span the open
coastline, narrowing towards the northern end.
The shoreline may be increasingly exposed to open
coast erosion into the future. The dune system provides
a natural defence to erosion events and protection
and enhancement of the dunes is the primary action
for mitigating erosion. With adequate dune protection
and enhancement along this section of the coast, it is
unlikely that additional erosion mitigation works would
be required by 2100. However, preparation for additional
nourishment or alternative erosion mitigation options
have been considered for the longer term (2100 and
beyond).

The present-day adaptation response for Warana,
Bokarina and Wurtulla Beaches is to continue to monitor
coastal hazard risk and prepare for the potential need
for additional hazard mitigation in the future, at and
beyond 2100.
The adaptation pathway includes a focus on protection
and enhancement of the dune system, including
compliance measures for illegal dune clearing and
preparations for potential additional erosion mitigation
measures beyond 2100 (Table 28).
Review of the adaptation pathway will be ongoing and
guided by the outcome of present day actions and
relevant triggers. LGA-wide actions also apply where
relevant to this locality.

Figure 22: Warana, Bokarina and Wurtulla Beaches.
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Table 28: Warana, Bokarina and Wurtulla Beaches
adaptation pathway.
0.2m
Warana,
Bokarina and
Wurtulla
Enhance
adaptive
capacity

Planning

0.5m

0.8m

Present day

By 2041

By 2070

By 2100

Monitor, maintain and
prepare

Monitor, maintain
and prepare

Monitor, maintain
and prepare

Mitigate

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:
-

Implement stewardship program/initiatives.

-

Encourage dune growth, revegetation, controlled access, monitoring.

-

Promote awareness on role of the vegetated dune system, including signage.

As per region wide
actions.

As per region-wide actions as applicable.

Review planning
provisions for land use in
or adjacent to 2100 open
coast erosion prone area
along Oceanic Drive.
Confirm/update planning
provisions, and provide
direction to land/asset
owners.
Review coastal pathway
and ensure alignment.
is situated as landward
as possible and not
impacting on dune
systems.
Modifying
infrastructure

As per region wide actions, including:
-	Prepare method, cost estimate and timeline for decommissioning coastal path and relocating outside of
2100 erosion prone area.
-

Coastal
management
and engineering

Avoid placement of non-relocatable public assets along the dune and beach areas.

Develop and implement
updated shoreline
erosion management
planning.

Primary action:
Undertake dune
protection and
enhancement.

Primary action:
Undertake dune
protection and
enhancement.

Primary action:
Undertake dune
protection and
enhancement.

Primary action:
Undertake dune
protection and
enhancement.

Review hazard lines
and success of existing
actions.

Review hazard lines
and success of existing
actions.

Secondary (if triggered):
Nourishment.

Implement policy and
compliance measures for
illegal dune clearing.
Confirm feasibility of
sand nourishment −
linked to region wide
study.

Confirm triggers for
commencing additional
nourishment.
Review alternative
pathway beyond 2100
- Provide advice and
concept design/
guidance for private
seawalls – including
design guidance

Alternative (if triggered):
 ssist private land/
- A
asset owners to
prepare to implement
protection in accord
with standards/
guidance if triggered.
 R alternative
- O
adaptation pathway.

- OR alternative
adaptation pathway.
Triggers
and other
considerations

CHAS review triggers apply (Section 7).
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Locality 16: Currimundi Lake entrance, inland canals and constructed lakes
Currimundi Lake entrance, inland canals and
constructed lakes includes the Currimundi Creek and
estuary entrance on the open coast and inland canals
of Lake Kawana (Figure 23).
Currimundi Creek is an Intermittently Closed and Open
Lake or Lagoon (ICOLL) system, naturally closing due
to northerly sand transport across the mouth. The
entrance is periodically mechanically opened, guided
by an existing management plan associated with the
management of drainage and water quality.
The inland canals and constructed lakes provide
recreational services and waterfront lifestyle benefits
to the associated residential areas, including ‘walkable
waterfront’ infrastructure around the lakeside.
Low-lying walkable waterfront areas around the canal
and constructed lake estates may be increasingly
exposed to storm tide as well as combined river-storm

tide flooding events. Tidal inundation may also increase
through drainage networks. Low-lying urban areas may
be at risk from long term inundation hazards.
The present-day adaptation response for Currimundi
Lake entrance, inland canals and constructed lakes is to
continue to mitigate coastal hazard risk and prepare for
additional hazard mitigation in the future.
The adaptation pathway includes a focus on
reviewing and updating of the ICOLL management
plan, reviewing planning provisions, resilient homes,
drainage, reviewing the walkable waterfront levels of
service and a feasibility study for increasing weir height
or alternative tidal barrier for Lake Kawana (Table 29).
Review of the adaptation pathway will be ongoing and
guided by the outcome of present day actions and
relevant triggers. LGA-wide actions also apply where
relevant to this locality.

Figure 23: Currimundi Lake entrance, inland canals and constructed lakes.
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Table 29: Currimundi Lake entrance, inland canals and
constructed lakes adaptation pathway.
0.2m
Currimundi
Present day
Lake entrance,
inland
canals and
Mitigate
constructed
lakes

By 2070

By 2100

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:

Planning

As per region-wide actions
as applicable, including:

Implement stewardship program/initiatives.
Promote awareness on ICOLL systems and entrance management.
Raise community awareness and enhance social adaptive capacity for inundation hazards.

Review planning provisions
to enable an option for longterm raising of lot levels in
inundation prone coastal
urban areas.
Review supplementary
drainage options.
Modifying
infrastructure

0.8m

By 2041

Enhance
adaptive
capacity

-

0.5m

As per region-wide
actions as applicable,
including:

As per region-wide actions as applicable.

Establish a timeline for
raising lot/floor levels in
inundation prone areas,
and subsequent services
(including road) raising.

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:
Resilient homes.

As per region-wide actions as applicable,
including:
Implement drainage upgrades (as per drainage
strategy) and road/services raising.

Coastal
management
and engineering

Develop and implement
updated shoreline erosion
management planning.
Primary action: Retain and
manage natural estuary
entrance dynamics.

Primary action: Retain and manage natural estuary entrance dynamics.
Management of estuary entrance processes.
Canal waterfront inundation mitigation as per outcomes of feasibility study.

Review and update
ICOLL (estuary entrance)
management actions – linked
to region wide strategy
update.
Canal and constructed lake
estates: Investigate feasibility
of increasing weir height/
barrier for canal system and
walkable waterfront level of
service – linked to regional
scale consideration of canal/
constructed water body
estates.
Triggers
and other
considerations

CHAS review triggers apply (Section 7).
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Locality 17: Currimundi Beach south
Currimundi Beach south extends from the Currimundi
Creek entrance to the northern extent of Dicky Beach
(Figure 24). The zone includes the residential area along
and behind Watson Street, the Coondibah Creek ICOLL,
Coondibah Reserve and adjoining dune systems.
The dune system south of Currimundi Creek provides
a natural defence to erosion events and protection and
enhancement of the dunes is the primary action for
mitigating erosion risk for land and assets behind.
This section of the coast is currently prone to erosion
and is likely to be increasingly exposed to open coast
erosion in the future. The coastline along Watson Street
has public and private assets that may be at risk from
erosion at the present day and increasingly by 2100.
Local beach nourishment is periodically undertaken
linked to Currimundi Creek entrance management
activities. Additional actions/works are likely to be
required from the present day to assist with mitigating
open coast erosion risk.

Tidal and storm tide inundation extent is also likely
to increase up Coondibah Creek into existing
environmental protection areas and bordering adjacent
residential areas.
The present-day adaptation response for Currimundi
Beach south is to continue to mitigate coastal hazard
risk and prepare for additional hazard mitigation in the
future.
The adaptation pathway includes a focus on dune
protection and enhancement and exploring nourishment
feasibility and/or additional protection works (seawalls).
Key present day actions include the establishment of a
trial/case study for a coordinated approach to mitigating
erosion risk for public and private assets in the erosion
prone area along Watson Street (Table 30).
Review of the adaptation pathway will be ongoing and
guided by the outcome of present day actions and
relevant triggers. LGA-wide actions also apply where
relevant to this locality.

Figure 24: Currimundi Beach south.
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Table 30: Currimundi Beach south adaptation pathway.
0.2m
Currimundi
Beach South
Enhance adaptive
capacity

0.5m

0.8m

Present day

By 2041

By 2070

By 2100

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:
-

Implement stewardship program/initiatives.

-

Encourage dune growth, revegetation, controlled access, monitoring.

Planning

As per region-wide actions as applicable.

Modifying
infrastructure

As per region-wide actions as applicable.

Coastal
management and
engineering

Develop and implement updated
shoreline erosion management
planning.
Primary action: Undertake dune
protection and enhancement.
Additional priority actions:

Primary action: Undertake dune protection and enhancement.
Secondary (if triggered): Undertake beach nourishment.
Review hazard lines and success of existing actions.
Alternative (if triggered):
Implement seawall and nourishment.

Confirm feasibility of sand
nourishment − linked to
region wide study and ICOLL
management plan update.
Undertake a trial/case study at
Watson Street, including:
- Develop framework for a
coordinated approach for the
mitigation of erosion risk for
public and private assets in
hazard area, including the
following components.
- Investigate feasibility of funding
mechanisms to support a joint
approach.
- Define Council’s role in
leading a joint approach
to co-ordinate and provide
standards/guidance to private
asset owners to mitigate own
risk (e.g. concept design
requirements for private
seawalls).
- Develop seawall concept
design preparation and
guidance (specification,
approvals) for private asset
owners.
Triggers and other
considerations

CHAS review triggers apply
(Section 7).

CHAS review triggers apply (Section 7).
Seawall triggers will apply as per planning approval conditions (erosion
within a certain distance of assets).
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Locality 18: Dicky Beach
Dicky Beach extends from the small rocky outcrop at
the end of Buderim Street to Cooroora Street, just past
another rocky outcrop in the south (Figure 25). The zone
includes the Dicky Beach surf club, skate park, holiday
park, Bunbubah Creek ICOLL and adjoining dunes
systems backed by residential areas.
The dune system along this section of the coast
provides a natural defence to erosion events and
protection and enhancement of the dunes is the
primary action for mitigating erosion risk for land and
assets behind. An existing seawall at Lower Neil Street
provides additional protection to the main beach access
area and a planned seawall for north of Cooroora Street
will provide protection for the access road and iconic
Norfolk Island Pines.
This section of the coastline is likely to be increasingly
exposed to open coast erosion by 2100. Across the

foreshore area, a limited number of public assets
including the surf club and some private assets, may be
at risk from erosion.
The present-day adaptation response for Dicky Beach is
to continue to mitigate coastal hazard risk and prepare
for additional hazard mitigation in the future.
The adaptation pathway includes a focus on dune
protection and enhancement, a review of beach
nourishment feasibility, a special area adaptation plan
for the Dicky Beach foreshore and guidance to private
asset owners on future risk mitigation (Table 31).
Review of the adaptation pathway will be ongoing and
guided by the outcome of present day actions and
relevant triggers. LGA-wide actions also apply where
relevant to this locality.

Figure 25: Dicky Beach.
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Table 31: Dicky Beach adaptation pathway.
0.2m

0.5m

0.8m

Present day

By 2041

By 2070

By 2100

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Dicky Beach
Enhance
adaptive
capacity

Planning

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:
-

Implement stewardship program/initiatives.

-

Encourage dune growth, revegetation, controlled access, monitoring.

-

Promote awareness on the role of the vegetated dune system.

As per region-wide actions
as applicable, including:
Review planning provisions
for land use in open
coast erosion prone area.
Confirm/update planning
provisions, and provide
direction to land/asset
owners where applicable.

As per region-wide
actions as applicable,
including:

As per region-wide actions as applicable.

Prepare a special area
adaptation plan for Dicky
Beach foreshore including
options for relocation/
modification of foreshore
assets in the erosion prone
area (surf club, skate park,
car park, other public
assets).
Review coastal pathway and
ensure alignment is situated
as landward as possible
and not impacting on dune
systems.
Modifying
infrastructure

Coastal
management
and engineering

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:
Avoid placement of non-relocatable public assets (e.g.,
coastal pathway) along the dune, foreshore and beach
areas.

Develop and implement
updated shoreline erosion
management planning.
Primary action: Undertake
dune protection and
enhancement.

As per region-wide
actions as applicable,
including:

As per region wide
actions as applicable.

Implement special area
action plan (surf club
and foreshore assets
relocation/ modification).

Primary action: Undertake dune protection and enhancement.
Secondary (if triggered): Undertake beach nourishment.
Review/update site specific hazard lines and success of existing actions.
Provide standards/guidance to private land/asset owners to mitigate own risk in
the future (concept specifications for protection works).

Confirm feasibility of sand
nourishment − linked to
region wide study.
Triggers
and other
considerations

CHAS review triggers apply
(Section 7).

CHAS review triggers apply (Section 7).
Seawall triggers will apply as per planning approval conditions (erosion within a
certain distance of assets).
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Locality 19: Moffat Beach
Moffat Beach includes Tooway Creek, Moffat Beach to
the south of the creek mouth and the rocky headland
area to the south east (Figure 26). The area includes the
Moffat Beach foreshore area including playgrounds, car
parks, recreational amenity and is backed by residential
areas.

access and recreation infrastructure and some private
assets, may be at risk from erosion by 2100.

Tooway Creek is an Intermittently Closed and Open
Lake or Lagoon (ICOLL) system, naturally closing due to
northerly sand transport across the mouth. The entrance
is periodically mechanically opened, associated with
the management of drainage and water quality. Moffat
Beach to the south is dynamic and regularly changing
with changes in sediment transport and the dynamic
nature of the ICOLL berm.

The present day adaptation response for Moffat Beach
is to continue to mitigate coastal hazard risk and
prepare for additional hazard mitigation in some areas
in the future.

A seawall is present along the foreshore to the south,
providing erosion protection for the foreshore areas,
iconic Norfolk Island Pines and the access road behind.
Beach scraping/nourishment is periodically undertaken
in combination with the entrance management activities.
Additional sections of private seawall are also present.
A limited number of public assets including beach

The rocky headland to the south is prone to longer term
weathering processes and geomorphic changes over
time.

The adaptation pathway includes a focus on reviewing
and updating of the ICOLL management approach,
existing seawall maintenance, considering the feasibility
of additional beach nourishment, guidance to private
asset owners on risk mitigation and a review of rocky
headland stability (Table 32).
Review of the adaptation pathway will be ongoing and
guided by the outcome of present day actions and
relevant triggers. LGA-wide actions also apply where
relevant to this locality.

Figure 26: Moffat Beach.
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Table 32: Moffat Beach adaptation pathway.
0.2m

0.5m

0.8m

Present day

By 2041

By 2070

By 2100

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Moffat Beach
Enhance
adaptive
capacity

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:

Planning

As per region-wide actions as applicable.

Modifying
infrastructure

As per region-wide actions as applicable.

Coastal
management
and engineering

Develop and implement
updated shoreline
erosion management
planning.

Primary action: Retain and manage natural estuary entrance dynamics.

Primary action: Retain
and manage natural
estuary entrance
dynamics.

Secondary (if triggered): Undertake beach nourishment.

-

Implement stewardship program/initiatives.

-

Encourage dune growth, revegetation, controlled access, monitoring.

Continue public seawall maintenance.
Continue active ICOLL management.
Provide standards/guidance to private land/asset owners to mitigate own risk in the
future (concept specifications for protection works).

Maintain existing public
seawall.
Review and update
ICOLL (estuary entrance)
management actions
– linked to region wide
strategy update.
Confirm feasibility of
sand nourishment −
linked to region wide
study and ICOLL
management.
Undertake rocky
headland stability
assessment and
implications for
management – linked
to region wide study
with location specific
applications.
Triggers
and other
considerations

CHAS review triggers
apply (Section 7).

CHAS review triggers apply (Section 7).
Seawall triggers will apply as per planning approval conditions (erosion within a
certain distance of assets).
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Locality 20: Shelly Beach
Shelly Beach extends south of Moffat Beach and is a
pocket beach between two headlands, with a shore
platform/reef extending offshore (Figure 27). The area
includes the foreshore dune system, recreation facilities,
car park and is backed by residential areas. The beach
is known as an important sea turtle nesting site. There
are existing structures to manage drainage including a
revetment at the outlet at Victoria Terrace.
The shoreline may be increasingly exposed to open
coast erosion into the future. The dune system provides
a natural defence to erosion events and protection and
enhancement of the dunes is the primary action for
mitigating erosion. Across the foreshore area, a limited
number of public assets and some private assets, may
be at risk from erosion by 2100.

The present day adaptation response for Shelly Beach
is to continue to mitigate coastal hazard risk and
prepare for additional hazard mitigation in some areas
in the future.
The adaptation pathway includes a focus on dune
protection and enhancement, review of sand
nourishment feasibility and stormwater drainage
management and a review of rocky headland stability
(Table 33).
Review of the adaptation pathway will be ongoing and
guided by the outcome of present day actions and
relevant triggers. LGA-wide actions also apply where
relevant to this locality.

Figure 27: Shelly Beach.
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Table 33: Shelly Beach adaptation pathway.
0.2m

0.5m

0.8m

Present day

By 2041

By 2070

By 2100

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Shelly Beach
Enhance
adaptive
capacity

Planning

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:
-

Implement stewardship program/initiatives.

-

Encourage dune growth, revegetation, controlled access, monitoring.

-

Promote awareness on the role of the vegetated dune system.

As per region-wide actions as applicable,
including:

As per region-wide actions as applicable.

Review planning provisions for land use in
open coast erosion prone area. Confirm/
update planning provisions, and provide
direction to land/asset owners where
applicable.
Undertake concept review of drainage
options for overland flow connectivity at
northern end of Shelly Beach.
Review coastal pathway and ensure
alignment is situated as landward as
possible and not impacting on dune
systems.
Modifying
infrastructure

As per region-wide actions as applicable,
including:

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:
Implement drainage upgrades.

Avoid placement of non-relocatable public
assets along the dune, foreshore and beach
areas.
Coastal
management
and engineering

Develop and implement updated shoreline
erosion management planning.
Primary action: Undertake dune protection
and enhancement.
Implement policy and compliance measures
for illegal dune clearing.
Confirm feasibility of sand nourishment −
linked to region wide study.

Primary action: Undertake dune protection and enhancement.
Secondary (if triggered): Undertake beach nourishment.
Review/update site specific hazard lines and success of existing
actions.
Provide standards/guidance to private land/asset owners
to mitigate own risk in the future (concept specifications for
protection works).

Undertake rocky headland stability
investigation linked to region wide study.
Triggers
and other
considerations

CHAS review triggers apply (Section 7).

CHAS review triggers apply (Section 7).
Seawall triggers will apply as per planning approval conditions
(erosion within a certain distance of assets).
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Locality 21: Kings Beach
Kings Beach extends from the rocky headland of
Anzac Park to the groyne near Dingle Avenue (Figure
28). The beach is a high traffic area and has significant
recreational, heritage and natural value, including a
range of public facilities, the surf lifesaving club and
beachfront pool. It is Caloundra’s main beach and
its waters are designated as part of the Moreton Bay
Marine Park.

maintained or upgraded include the public foreshore
infrastructure, some private assets and the sandy
beach.

The beach is backed by existing seawall infrastructure,
which is ageing and planned for upgrade. Its position in
the lee of the headland and the presence of the groyne
to the south, assists the beach to retain sand well.
Periodic beach scraping is undertaken to maintain the
upper beach area.

The adaptation pathway includes a focus on maintaining
and upgrading the existing public seawall, review and
design of stormwater drainage management as part
of seawall upgrades and investigations into additional
beach nourishment feasibility (Table 34).

The beach may be increasingly exposed to open coast
erosion in the future and managing drainage from
the Caloundra area may be increasingly challenging.
Assets that may be at risk if mitigation actions are not

The present day adaptation response for Kings Beach is
to continue to mitigate coastal hazard risk and prepare
for additional hazard mitigation in some areas in the
future.

Review of the adaptation pathway will be ongoing and
guided by the outcome of present day actions and
relevant triggers. LGA-wide actions also apply where
relevant to this locality.

Figure 28: Kings Beach.
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Table 34: Kings Beach adaptation pathway.
0.2m

0.5m

0.8m

Present day

By 2041

By 2070

By 2100

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Kings Beach
Enhance
adaptive
capacity

As per region-wide actions as applicable.

Planning

As per region-wide actions as applicable.

Modifying
infrastructure

As per region-wide
actions as applicable.

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:
-

Drainage upgrades.

-	Foreshore infastructure modifications with seawall upgrades.
Coastal
management
and engineering

Develop and implement
updated shoreline
erosion management
planning.

Primary action: Continue public seawall upgrades and maintenance.
Secondary (if triggered): Undertake beach nourishment.

Maintain and upgrade
existing seawall extents
and groyne.
Develop concept and
detailed design for
upgrades to protection
works to include concept
options and approvals for
new coastal outfalls and
suitable accommodation
for local stormwater and
drainage needs – also
linked to region wide
assessment.
Confirm feasibility of
sand nourishment −
linked to region wide
study.
Triggers
and other
considerations

CHAS review triggers
apply (Section 7).

CHAS review triggers apply (Section 7).
Seawall triggers will apply as per planning approval conditions (erosion within a
certain distance of assets).
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Locality 22: Bulcock Beach
Bulcock Beach is located at the northern entrance
to Pumicestone Passage (Figure 29). The beach has
significant recreational value and has high visitation
from the community and tourists. The beach and
foreshore include a range of public facilities, including
the Caloundra City surf lifesaving club and a coastal
boardwalk. An existing seawall is present along Happy
Valley Park which is situated on the elevated headland.
As part of the Pumicestone Passage entrance area, the
beach and coastline are subject to changing sediment
dynamics. The beach areas may become increasingly
exposed to open coast erosion. Assets that may be at
risk if mitigation actions are not maintained or upgraded
include the public foreshore infrastructure and some
private assets.

The present day adaptation response for Bulcock
Beach is to continue to mitigate coastal hazard risk and
prepare for additional hazard mitigation in some areas
in the future.
The adaptation pathway includes a focus on maintaining
and upgrading the existing public seawalls, and
investigations into beach slope and rocky headland
stability (Table 35).
Review of the adaptation pathway will be ongoing and
guided by the outcome of present day actions and
relevant triggers. LGA-wide actions also apply where
relevant to this locality.

Figure 29: Bulcock Beach.
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Table 35: Bulcock Beach adaptation pathway.
0.2m

0.5m

0.8m

Bulcock
Beach

Present day

By 2041

By 2070

By 2100

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Enhance
adaptive
capacity

As per region-wide actions as applicable.

Planning

As per region-wide actions as applicable.

Modifying
infrastructure

As per region-wide actions as applicable.

Coastal
management
and engineering

Develop and implement updated shoreline erosion management planning.
Maintain and upgrade existing public seawall extents.
Undertake slope stability assessment south of groyne and bathymetric assessment of rock shelf extent.
Undertake rocky headland stability investigation linked to region wide study.

Triggers
and other
considerations

CHAS review triggers apply (Section 7).
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Locality 23: Tay Avenue to Leach Park
Tay Avenue to Leach Park is part of the Pumicestone
Passage and includes the foreshore areas west of Tay
Avenue, bounded by Tay Avenue, Bulcock Street and
Landsborough Parade (Figure 30).

The adaptation pathway includes the development of
a special area adaptation plan to assist with guiding
adaptation over time for private and public infrastructure
(Table 36).

The area includes a mix of developed areas, community
facilities and existing foreshore protection and drainage
infrastructure

Review of the adaptation pathway will be ongoing and
guided by the outcome of present day actions and
relevant triggers. LGA-wide actions also apply where
relevant to this locality.

Low-lying areas in this zone are likely to be increasingly
exposed to tidal, storm tide and coincident flooding in
the future. Assets that may be at risk include private
assets, public foreshore infrastructure and access
roads.

Figure 30: Tay Avenue to Leach Park.
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Table 36: Tay Avenue to Leach Park adaptation pathway.
0.2m
Tay Ave to Leach
Park
Enhance adaptive
capacity

Planning

0.5m

0.8m

Present day

By 2041

By 2070

By 2100

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:
-

Raise community awareness and enhance social adaptive capacity for inundation hazards.

As per region-wide actions as applicable,
including:

As per region-wide actions as applicable.

Develop special area adaptation planning for
Tay Avenue area to assist with coordinated
site based adaptation and potential land use
transition in the long-term including:
-	Engaging with asset owners to raise
awareness and coordinate adaptation.
-	Adaptation actions/guidance for new
development/redevelopment.
-	Retaining community facilities areas.
-	Adaptation of services (roads, street
and water frontage).
-	Drainage upgrades including overland
flow and coastal outfalls.
-	Confirming land use transition steps if/
where applicable.
Modifying
infrastructure

As per region-wide actions as applicable.

As per regionwide actions
as applicable,
including:
Implementing
adaptation
actions for
Tay Avenue
and adjacent
areas, including
transition steps
(if applicable)
and informing
drainage
upgrades.

As per region-wide actions as
applicable, including:
Implement road and services raising
following adaptation planning related
development.

Coastal
management and
engineering

Develop and implement updated shoreline erosion management planning.

Triggers and other
considerations

CHAS review triggers apply (Section 7).

CHAS review triggers apply (Section 7).

If Bribie Island breakthrough occurs,
accelerate implementation of actions listed
for 2041.
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Locality 24: Oxley Street to Beattie Street
Oxley Street to Beattie Street includes the section of
Pumicestone Passage/Golden Beach area from Oxley
Street to Beattie Street (Figure 31) and residential areas
west of the coast.
This is a dynamic section of the Passage, with deeper
parts of the channel directly offshore from the beach.
The shoreline includes a sandy beach and limited
dune system, backed by the main access road of
the Esplanade. A series of groyne structures assist
with retaining sand along the shoreline and provide
protection for stormwater outlets. Beach nourishment
occurs periodically and extraction limits apply for local
sand sources from the Passage.
The shoreline is likely to be increasingly exposed to
beach erosion and dynamic sand movements within

the passage. Low-lying areas may also be increasingly
exposed to storm tide inundation and coincident
flooding. Assets that may be at risk include public
foreshore infrastructure, some private assets and
access roads.
The adaptation pathway includes a focus on
maintenance and upgrade of groynes, reviewing
planning controls, resilient homes, drainage upgrades,
the feasibility of additional beach nourishment and a
longer term pathway option of additional protection for
the access road (Table 37).
Review of the adaptation pathway will be ongoing and
guided by the outcome of present day actions and
relevant triggers. LGA-wide actions also apply where
relevant to this locality.

Figure 31: Oxley Street to Beattie Street.
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Table 37: Oxley Street to Beattie Street adaptation pathway.
0.2m
Oxley Street to
Beattie Street
Enhance adaptive
capacity

Planning

By 2041

By 2070

By 2100

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:
-

Implement stewardship program/initiatives.

-

Encourage dune growth, revegetation, controlled access, monitoring.

-

Raise community awareness and enhance social adaptive capacity for inundation hazards.

As per region-wide actions as applicable,
including:

Review supplementary drainage options.

As per region-wide actions as applicable,
including:
-	Resilient homes.
-	Ensure new development is equipped
with pump systems that appropriately
manage the quality and quantity of
groundwater discharge.
-	Ensure adequate flood storage/
detention.

Coastal
management and
engineering

0.8m

Present day

Review planning provisions to enable an
option for long-term raising of lot levels in
inundation prone coastal urban areas.

Modifying
infrastructure

0.5m

Develop and implement updated shoreline
erosion management planning.
Undertake groyne maintenance.
Confirm ongoing sand nourishment source
feasibility − linked to region wide study and
local extraction limits.

As per regionwide actions
as applicable,
including:

As per region-wide actions as
applicable.

Establish a
timeline for raising
lot/floor levels
in inundation
prone areas,
and subsequent
services
(including road)
raising.
As per regionwide actions
as applicable,
including:

As per region-wide actions as
applicable, including:
Implement drainage upgrades (as per
drainage strategy).

Implement
drainage
upgrades (as
per drainage
strategy) and
road/services
raising.
Maintain and upgrade coastal engineering works.
Undertake nourishment and associated shoreline
management, including dune protection and enhancement.
Implement seawall if/when triggered.

Prepare seawall concept design for
Esplanade from Oxley St to Beattie St.
Triggers and other
considerations

CHAS review triggers apply (Section 7).

CHAS review triggers apply (Section 7).

If Bribie Island breakthrough occurs,
accelerate implementation of actions listed
for 2041.

Seawall triggers will apply as per planning approval
conditions (erosion within a certain distance of assets).
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Locality 25: Beattie Street to Nelson Street
Beattie Street to Nelson Street includes the section of
Pumicestone Passage/Golden Beach that continues
from Beattie Street to Nelson Street (Figure 32) and
residential areas west of the coast.
The shoreline includes a sandy beach and limited
dune system, backed by the main access road of
the Esplanade. A series of groyne structures assist
with retaining sand along the shoreline and provide
protection for stormwater outlets. Beach nourishment
occurs periodically and extraction limits apply for local
sand sources from the Passage. Sections of existing
rock revetment are present towards the southern end of
the beach extent.
The shoreline is likely to be increasingly exposed to
beach erosion and dynamic sand movements within

the Passage. Low-lying areas may also be increasingly
exposed to storm tide inundation and coincident
flooding. Assets that may be at risk include public
foreshore and utility infrastructure, some private assets
and access roads.
The adaptation pathway includes a focus on
maintenance and upgrade of groynes, reviewing
planning controls, resilient homes, drainage upgrades,
the feasibility of additional beach nourishment and
coordination of risk mitigation at Fraser Park (Table 38).
Review of the adaptation pathway will be ongoing and
guided by the outcome of present day actions and
relevant triggers. LGA-wide actions also apply where
relevant to this locality.

Figure 32: Beattie Street to Nelson Street.
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Table 38: Beattie Street to Nelson Street adaptation pathway.
0.2m

0.5m

0.8m

Beattie Street to
Nelson Street

Present day

By 2041

By 2070

By 2100

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Enhance adaptive
capacity

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:

Planning

-

Implement stewardship program/initiatives.

-

Encourage dune growth, revegetation, controlled access, monitoring.

-

Raise community awareness and enhance social adaptive capacity for inundation hazards.

As per region-wide
actions as applicable,
including:

As per region-wide
actions as applicable,
including:

Review planning
provisions to enable
an option for long-term
raising of lot levels in
inundation prone coastal
urban areas.

Establish a timeline for
raising lot/floor levels
in inundation prone
areas, and subsequent
services (including road)
raising.

As per region-wide actions as applicable.

Review supplementary
drainage options.
Modifying
infrastructure

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:
-

Resilient homes.

-	Ensure new development is equipped with
pump systems that appropriately manage the
quality and quantity of groundwater discharge.
Coastal
management and
engineering

Ensure adequate flood storage/detention.

Develop and implement
updated shoreline
erosion management
planning.

As per region-wide
actions as applicable,
including:

As per region-wide
actions as applicable,
including:

Implement drainage
upgrades (as per
drainage strategy) and
road/services raising.

Implement drainage
upgrades (as per
drainage strategy).

Maintain and upgrade coastal engineering works.
Undertake nourishment and associated shoreline management, including dune
protection and enhancement.

Undertake local
adaptation planning to
determine long-term
risk mitigation approach
for public and private
assets in and adjacent
to Fraser Park – consult
with utility and private
resort owners.
Confirm ongoing sand
nourishment source
feasibility − linked to
region wide study and
local extraction limits.
Triggers and other
considerations

CHAS review triggers
apply (Section 7).

CHAS review triggers apply (Section 7).

If Bribie Island
breakthrough
occurs, accelerate
implementation of
actions listed for 2041.
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Locality 26: Nelson Street to Lamerough Canal
Nelson Street to Lamerough Canal includes the section
of Pumicestone Passage/Golden Beach that continues
from Nelson Street to Lamerough Canal (Figure 33) and
residential areas to the west.
The shoreline includes mangroves and pockets of
sandy beach, backed by the main access road of
the Esplanade. Sections of existing rock revetment
are present, with upgrades and extensions currently
planned.
The shoreline is likely to be increasingly exposed to
beach erosion and dynamic sand movements within
the Passage. Low-lying areas may also be increasingly
exposed to storm tide inundation and coincident

flooding. Assets that may be at risk include public
foreshore infrastructure, some private assets and
access roads.
The adaptation pathway includes a focus on mangrove
protection and enhancement, maintenance and
upgrades for foreshore protection works, reviewing
planning controls, resilient homes and drainage
upgrades (Table 39).
Review of the adaptation pathway will be ongoing and
guided by the outcome of present day actions and
relevant triggers. LGA-wide actions also apply where
relevant to this locality.

Figure 33: Nelson Street to Lamerough Canal.
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Table 39: Nelson Street to Lamerough Canal adaptation pathway.
0.2m

0.5m

0.8m

Nelson Street
to Lamerough
Canal

Present day

By 2041

By 2070

By 2100

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Enhance adaptive
capacity

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:

Planning

-

Implement stewardship program/initiatives.

-

Encourage mangrove protection and enhancement, controlled access, monitoring.

-

Raise community awareness and enhance social adaptive capacity for inundation hazards.

As per region-wide
actions as applicable,
including:

As per region-wide
actions as applicable,
including:

Review planning
provisions to enable
an option for long-term
raising of lot levels in
inundation prone coastal
urban areas.

Establish a timeline for
raising lot/floor levels
in inundation prone
areas, and subsequent
services (including road)
raising.

As per region-wide actions as applicable.

Review supplementary
drainage options.
Modifying
infrastructure

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:
-

Resilient homes.

-	Ensure new development is equipped with
pump systems that appropriately manage the
quality and quantity of groundwater discharge.
Coastal
management and
engineering

Ensure adequate flood storage/detention.

As per region-wide
actions as applicable,
including:

As per region-wide
actions as applicable,
including:

Implement drainage
upgrades (as per
drainage strategy) and
road/services raising.

Implement drainage
upgrades (as per
drainage strategy).

Develop and implement updated shoreline erosion management planning.
Maintain and upgrade coastal engineering works (as planned, with design and approvals already in place).
Implement ongoing mangrove protection and enhancement.

Triggers and other
considerations

CHAS review triggers
apply (Section 7).

CHAS review triggers apply (Section 7).

If Bribie Island
breakthrough
occurs, accelerate
implementation of
actions listed for 2041.
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Locality 27: Lamerough Canal to Bells Creek
Lamerough Canal to Bells Creek is part of Pumicestone
Passage and includes the foreshore area from
Lamerough Canal extending south to Bells Creek,
backed by the Esplanade and residential areas of
Diamond Head and Pelican Waters (Figure 34).
The shoreline includes recreational foreshore areas,
mangrove areas and sections of existing rock revetment
protection works, with seawall upgrades and extensions
currently planned.
The shoreline is likely to be increasingly exposed to
beach erosion and dynamic sand movements within
the Passage. Low-lying areas may also be increasingly
exposed to storm tide inundation and coincident

flooding. Assets that may be at risk include public
foreshore infrastructure, some private assets and
access roads.
The adaptation pathway includes a focus on mangrove
protection and enhancement, maintenance and
upgrades for foreshore protection works, reviewing
planning controls, resilient homes, drainage upgrades
and investigation of flood solutions for Pelican Waters
to inform the long-term adaptation pathway for the area
(Table 40).
Review of the adaptation pathway will be ongoing and
guided by the outcome of present day actions and
relevant triggers. LGA-wide actions also apply where
relevant to this localit.

Figure 34: Lamerough Canal to Bells Creek.
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Table 40: Lamerough Canal to Bells Creek adaptation pathway.
0.2m

0.5m

0.8m

Lamerough
Canal to Bells
Creek

Present day

By 2041

By 2070

By 2100

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Enhance adaptive
capacity

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:
-

Implement stewardship program/initiatives.

-

Encourage mangrove protection and enhancement, controlled access, monitoring.

-

Raise community awareness and enhance social adaptive capacity for inundation hazards.

-	Partner with Pumicestone Passage Catchment Group for monitoring and adaptation initiatives.
Planning

As per region-wide
actions as applicable,
including:

As per region-wide
actions as applicable,
including:

Priority action – source
information from
Economic Development
Queensland (EDQ)
to enable Council to
undertake an integrated
flood/coastal hazard
risk assessment and
determine appropriate
adaptation pathways for
this area.

Review long-term
adaptation pathway
(Pelican Waters/
Diamond Head) based
on outcome from
present day actions.

As per region wide actions as applicable.

Review the planning
provisions relating to
Local centre-zoned land
in the immediate vicinity
of Military Jetty.
Modifying
infrastructure

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:
-

As per region wide actions as applicable.

Resilient homes.

-	Ensure new development is equipped with
pump systems that appropriately manage the
quality and quantity of groundwater discharge.
-

Ensure adequate flood storage/detention.

Coastal
management and
engineering

Develop and implement updated shoreline erosion management planning.

Triggers and other
considerations

CHAS review triggers
apply (Section 7).

Maintain and upgrade coastal engineering works (as planned, with design and approvals already in place).
Implement ongoing mangrove protection and enhancement.
CHAS review triggers apply (Section 7).

If Bribie Island
breakthrough
occurs, accelerate
implementation of
actions listed for 2041.
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Locality 28: Bells Creek to southern boundary
Bells Creek to southern boundary is part of
Pumicestone Passage and includes rural areas
along Bells Creek and Coochin Creek and significant
conservation areas (Figure 35). This area is likely to be
increasingly exposed to tidal, storm tide and coincident
flooding inundation into the future.
The adaptation pathway includes a focus on mangrove
protection and enhancement, reviewing planning

provisions for rural areas and investigating ecosystem
adaptation needs and opportunities for management
of salt water intrusion of freshwater wetlands including
constructed water bodies (Table 41).
Review of the adaptation pathway will be ongoing and
guided by the outcome of present day actions and
relevant triggers. LGA-wide actions also apply where
relevant to this locality.

Figure 35: Bells Creek to southern boundary.
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Table 41: Bells Creek to southern boundary adaptation pathway.
0.2m

0.5m

0.8m

Bells Creek
to southern
boundary

Present day

By 2041

By 2070

By 2100

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Enhance adaptive
capacity

As per region-wide actions as applicable, including:
-

Implement stewardship program/initiatives.

-

Encourage mangrove protection and enhancement, controlled access, monitoring.

-

Raise community awareness and enhance social adaptive capacity for inundation hazards.

-	Partner with Pumicestone Passage Catchment Group for monitoring and adaptation initiatives.
Planning

As per region wide actions as applicable.

Modifying
infrastructure

As per region wide actions as applicable.

Coastal
management and
engineering

Develop and implement updated shoreline erosion management planning.
Implement ongoing mangrove protection and enhancement.
Investigate inundation consequences for conservation and sensitive ecosystems – linked to region wide study.
Investigate ecosystem adaptation needs and opportunities for management of salt water intrusion of
freshwater wetlands including constructed water bodies.

Triggers and other
considerations

CHAS review triggers
apply (Section 7)

CHAS review triggers apply (Section 7).

If Bribie Island
breakthrough
occurs, accelerate
implementation of
actions listed for 2041.
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7 Implementation

Council will implement the Coastal Hazard
Adaptation Strategy through a range of
mechanisms including:
•	an adaptive management framework
to ensure a continual learning and
improvement process
•	embedding outcomes and actions from
the Strategy into existing Council process
and activities, including delivery through
the Planning Scheme, Integrated Coastal
Management Planning, Shoreline Erosion
Management Planning, Master Drainage
Strategy implementation, and asset
management programs
•	implementing new initiatives from the
Strategy
•	collaborating with State Government and
advocating for collaborative delivery of
actions.
It is also expected that Council will work with
the State Government to review and utilise the
outputs of the Strategy to inform future coastal
hazard areas and coastal management districts
as part of State Planning interests. Relevant
information from the Strategy’s risk assessment
process will also inform development of the
new planning scheme.

7.1 Next steps
This is the start of the
adaptation process
Adapting to coastal hazards is a shared
responsibility for all stakeholders and the
Sunshine Coast community. We look forward
to working together as we continue the
adaptation journey.
This Strategy represents the start of an
ongoing process of planned adaptation over
time. Adaptation pathways will be continually
informed by community input and ideas, new
knowledge and monitoring the effectiveness of
actions. We encourage everyone to consider
how you can build your own resilience and
adapt to future climate change.

Mooloolaba (Image: Martin Rich)
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It is intended that the Coastal Hazard Adaptation
Strategy will be reviewed approximately every 10
years. The next review is due in 2030.

Partner with us to help the
Sunshine Coast adapt

The review will consider the following.

There are many ways you can contribute to
coastal hazard adaptation on the Sunshine
Coast.

•

Success of implementation:
	integration into Council and stakeholder
plans and processes
	delivery of on-ground activities
	community perspectives on adaptation
effectiveness
	reduction in coastal hazard risk.

•	Triggers to update the Strategy include
consideration of:
	any changes in the science/policy
environment (e.g. sea level rise
predictions, approach to defining coastal
hazard areas)
	updated technical information that may be
available
	any new urban development or substantial
landscape changes in the region

1.	Increase your awareness of coastal
hazard prone areas − review the State
coastal hazard mapping and the updated
Coastal Hazard Adaptation Strategy
mapping (maps in Part B and on our
website)
2.	Familiarise yourself with the actions
outlined in the adaptation pathway for your
local beach or area
3.	Consider the top tips for a resilient home
(Fact Sheet 7, Part B)
4.	Contribute to the stewardship of our
coastline by protecting our dunes and
coastal vegetation. You can also get
involved in citizen science projects or local
catchment care group.
(Fact Sheet 9, Part B).

	any rapid environmental change imposing
limitations on current preferred adaptation
pathways
	any changes in community attitudes and
risk tolerance
	a strategic decision by Council linked to
other strategic objectives.

Coolum (Image: Glenda Schwencke)
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8 Glossary

Adaptation − The process of adjustment to actual or
expected climate and its effects. In human systems,
adaptation seeks to moderate or avoid harm, or exploit
beneficial opportunities. In some natural systems,
human intervention may help a system adjust to the
expected climate and its effects.
Adaptation pathway − A series or sequence of
management actions (over time) directed to achieving
long-term adaptation objectives.
Adaptive capacity − The ability of systems, institutions,
humans, plants and animals to adjust to potential
damage, to take advantage of opportunities or to
respond to consequences.
Adaptive management − Similar to an adaptation
pathway, adaptive management is a structured
approach to decision making commonly used in natural
resource management, that allows a response to a
‘trigger’ or ‘event’ to be altered where required.
Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP) − The Annual
Exceedance Probability is the probability of a storm
event occurring in a given year. The defined storm
event for Queensland State coastal hazard mapping is
a 1% AEP. This is equivalent to an event that occurs on
average every 100 years. This is sometimes referred
to as a 1-in-100-year event or as having an Average
Recurrence Interval (ARI) of 100 years.
Beach − The portion of the coastal zone periodically
subjected to wave action. The seaward limit of a beach
is typically defined as the spring low tide line, while the
landward limit, as the vegetation line.
Calculated (open coast) erosion − This component
of the erosion prone area is calculated through a
width assessment formula, which includes the rate of
long-term erosion, short-term erosion from storms or
cyclones, erosion due to sea-level rise, allowance for
dune slumping and a factor of safety. This component is
often termed ‘open coast’ erosion.
Climate change − A change in the state of the climate
that persists for an extended period, typically decades
or longer. This includes natural and human induced
changes to the climate attributed to increased levels of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere.

Coast − The coast is the tidal foreshore and adjacent
areas that include the built and natural environments.
Defining natural features incorporate the coastal plains,
dunes, open beaches, rocky shores, estuaries nearshore marine waters, reefs and coastal lagoons.
Coastal adaptation − Future modification of actions
and behaviour through construction of infrastructure or
change in land use practices that prevents or reduces
adverse impacts associated with coastal hazards.
Coastal erosion − Erosion occurs when winds, waves
and coastal currents act to shift sediments away from
an area of the shore.
Coastal geomorphology − The physical shape,
processes and patterns associated with the coast,
including landforms, soils and geology.
Coastal hazards − Natural coastal processes that
may negatively impact on the natural environment and
human use of the coastal zone. Hazards include coastal
erosion, storm tide inundation and inundation due to
sea-level rise.
Coastal processes − Natural processes including
ecological, waves, tides and tidal currents and sand
movement.
Coastal vulnerability − The threat to coastal landforms,
social, economic and environmental systems,
associated infrastructure, or land use that may be
caused by a sustained shift in environmental conditions.
Consequence − A term commonly used in a risk
assessment to estimate the impacts of an event.
Cost benefit analysis − An economic analysis used to
determine the ratio between the benefits and costs of
a project, option, or decision. A ratio greater than one
means the benefits outweigh the costs and the option
is likely to be viable. A ratio of less than one means the
costs outweigh the benefits and the option is not likely to
be viable.
Disaster management − The organisation and
management of resources and responsibilities for
dealing with social, economic and environmental
aspects of emergencies, in particular preparedness,
response and recovery in order to lessen the impact of
disasters.
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Erosion Prone Area (EPA) − An area subject to coastal
erosion or tidal inundation and declared to be erosion
prone under section 70(1) of the Coastal Protection and
Management Act 1995. The erosion prone area includes
the calculated (open coast) erosion prone area, the
area subject to tidal inundation with sea level rise and a
default tidal area.
EPA default tidal area – A width added to defined
coastal hazard extents that could potentially be
affected by erosion or inundation over a nominated
planning period. A horizontal buffer of 40 m is applied
to the 2100 highest astronomical tide (HAT) for certain
scenarios, under Queensland State Government
Guidelines.
Highest Astronomical Tide (HAT) − The highest water
level that can be predicted to occur under average
meteorological conditions and any combination of
astronomical conditions.
ICOLL – Intermittently Open and Closed Lake or
Lagoon. An estuary that is often naturally closed to the
sea due to sediment transport across the mouth.
Landform − The natural shape of the Earth’s surface.
Landforms range in size from small features such as
dunes and estuaries found at a local scale, to large
features such as mountain ranges and coastal plains
that may exist at regional scales.
Likelihood − A term commonly used in a risk
assessment to estimate the chance of an event
occurring.
Long-term erosion (recession or retreat) − Erosion
resulting in a continuing landward movement (loss)
of the shoreline or a net landward movement of the
shoreline within a specified time.
Planning provisions – Any provisions contained within
Council’s planning scheme.
Relative sea level − Sea level as measured by an
official tide gauge with respect to the land upon which it
is situated.

Risk assessment − A systematic process of evaluating
the potential risks that may be associated with an event
or activity.
Sea-level rise − An increase in the mean level of the
ocean. For Queensland, a projected sea-level rise of
0.8 metres by the year 2100 has been adopted by the
Queensland Government.
Shoreline − A designated line representing the
landward limit of the sea. Methods used to define
shorelines include fixed vertical levels or identifying the
physical interface of water and land (e.g. with aerial
photography).
Short-term erosion (storm bite) − Erosion that occurs
periodically on a short-term basis, often during a
storm. The shoreline and beach then gradually regain
sediment (rebuild).
Storm surge − Elevated sea level at the coast caused
by the combined influence of low pressure and high
winds associated with a severe storm such as a tropical
cyclone or East Coast Low.
Storm tide − The total elevated sea height at the coast
combining storm surge and the predicted tide height.
Storm tide inundation − When ocean water levels and
waves are high enough to cause localised flooding of
normally dry land.
Threshold − A pre-determined event/impact
that if crossed, would result in impacts deemed
‘unacceptable’ under the Strategy.
Tides − The regular rise and fall of the water surface
resulting from gravitational attraction of the moon and
sun and other astronomical bodies acting upon the
rotating earth.
Trigger point − A pre-determined point that is set
to ‘trigger’ the commencement of planning and
implementation of an adaptation option to avoid
crossing a ‘threshold’.

Resilience − The capacity of social, economic and
environmental systems to cope with or ‘bounce back’
following a hazardous event or disturbance, responding
or reorganising in ways that maintain their essential
function, identity and structure, while also maintaining
the capacity to adapt and transform.
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